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THE SUPREME COURT AND STRENGTHENING THE
CONDITIONS FOR EFFECTIVE COMPETITION

IN THE CANADIAN ECONOMY

Michael J. Trebilcock`
Toronto

This paper evaluates the contributions of the Supreme Court of Canada to
strengthening the conditionsfor effective competition in the Canadian economy.
It proceeds by first examining the evolving position of the Supreme Court with
respect to the federal government's external treaty making powers, specifically
trade liberalization treaties, and notes indications that the Court is prepared to
reconsider the scope of the Labour Conventions doctrine which precludes the
federal government from implementing external treaties that encroach upon
provincialjurisdiction . Thepaper then describes and evaluates the contributions
ofthe Supreme Courttostrengthening the Canadianeconomic unionby constraining
internal tradebarriers . Again, thepapernotessignificant evolution in the Supreme
Court's thinking on both negative integration i .e . constraining the ability of the
provinces to adopt policies that create inter-provincial barriers to trade, and
positive integration i .e . the ability ofthefederal government to adopt legislative
or regulatorypolicies designed topromote thefuller integration ofthe Canadian
economy. The paper then contrasts the approach of the Agreement on Internal
Trade entered into between theprovinces and thefederal government in 1995 to
promote thefuller integration ofthe Canadian economy through both negative and
positive integration commitments and through adoption. ofa nonjudicialform of
dispute resolution. Finally the paper examines the contributions of the Supreme
Court to the development of Canadian Competition Policy, concluding that in
general the pre-Charter Court's jurisprudence on mergers, monopolies, and
conspiracies weakened Canadian Competition Law in undesirable ways, while
post-Charter decisions ofthe Court have generally shown much more economic
sophistication in the interpretation of Canadian Competition Law. In all of the
areas reviewed the paper concludes that major institutional substitutes for the
courts have emerged over time, thus underscoring the existence of actual or
potential institutional competition and the importance of avoiding judicial
complacencyinthe discharge ofthe Court'sfunctionswith respectto the Canadian
economy.

Cet article évalue les contributions faites par le Cour suprême dit Canada au
renforcement des conditions d'une concurrence effective dans l'économie
canadienne . Ilcommencepar examinerlaposition changeantede la Coursuprême
en ce qui concerne lespouvoirs dos gouvernementfédéral defaire des traités avec
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d'autrespays, enparticulierdes traités de libéralisation des échanges, il relève des
indications que la Cour est disposée à reconsidérer laportée de la doctrine des
Conventions sur le travail, laquelle empêche le gouvernement fédéral de
mettre en ceuvre des taités qui empiètent sur le pouvoir législatif provincial.
Ensuite l'article décrit et évalue les contributions de la Cour au renforcement
de l'union économique canadienne en restreignant les barrières au commerce
à l'intérieur du pays. De nouveau, il relève une évolution significative de la
pensée de la Courà lafois surl'intégration négative, i.e. restreindre lacapacitédes
provinces d'adopter des politiques créant des barrières interprovinciales au
commerce, et l'intégration positive, i.e . la capacitié du gouvernement fédéral
d'adopter des politiques législatives ou réglementaires visant à favoriser une
intégration plus complète de l'économie canadienne . Ensuite l'article fait le
contraste avec l'Accord sur le commerce intérieur, conclu en 1995 entre les
provinces etle gouvernementfédéral, pourfavoriseruneplusgrande intégration
de l'économie canadienne au moyend'engagements enfaveur d'une intégration
positive et négative etparl'adoption d'uneformenonjudiciaire de résolution
des conflits . Finalement l'article examine les contributions de la Coursuprême
au développement de lapolitique canadienne en matière de concurrence. Il en
arrive à la conclusion qu'en général la jurisprudence d'avant la Charte, sur
lesfusions, les monopoles et les complots, a affaibli la politique canadienne en
matière de concurrence d'une manière indésirable, alors que les décisions d'après
laCharte ontgénéralementdémontréunbeaucoupplus granddegrédesophistication
économique dans l'interprétation du droit canadien de la concurrence. L'article
conclut, que, dans tous les domaines considérés ici, d'importants substituts des
tribunauxontémergé avec le temps, mettant en évidence une concurrence réelle ou
potentielle au niveau des institutions ainsi que l'importance d'éviter la suffisance
judiciaire dans l'exécution des fonctions de loi Cour en matière d'économie
canadienne.
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I . Introduction

Many factors determine the competitiveness of a domestic economy, including
natural endowments, density of markets, public and private investments in
infrastructure, education, training, research and development; and framework
laws such as international trade treaties, constitutional and other constraints on
internal barriers to trade, intellectual property laws, tax policy, and domestic
competition policy . In many ofthesepolicy domains, the courts play amarginal
role . However, with respect to the framework laws relating to external and
internal trade and domestic competition policy, they do or can potentially play
a much more significant role.

This paperevaluatesthecontributionsofthe Supreme Court ofCanadain both
the pre-Charter and post-Charter eras to the strengthening of conditions for
effective competitioninthe Canadian economythroughtheseframeworklaws .My
perspective is that ofalaw and economics scholar who specializes in international
trade law and competitionpolicy,notconstitutional lawper se ; thusmy perspective
is to an important extent an external one . In Part II of the paper, I examine the role
ofthe Court in strengthening the ability of the Canadian government to enter into
external trade liberalizing treaties with our trading partners. In Part III ofthepaper,
I examinethecontributions ofthecourtto constraining internal barriers to tradeand
strengthening the Canadian Economic Union. In Part IV of the paper I examine
whetherthe AgreementonInternal Trade (AIT), concludedamong theFederal and
Provincial governments in 1995, has significantly improved on the Court's
contributions to strengthening the Canadian Economic Union . In Part V of the
paper,IevaluatethecontributionsoftheCourttostrengtheningCanadiancompetition
policy. Parts II, III and IV largely concern attempts to constrain policies that
discriminate between "insiders" and "outsiders" in international and internaltrade
andcan be thoughtofas economic counterparts to "equality" rights . Part V ofthe
paper is concerned with attempts to ensure equality of economic choice and
opportunity, at least to the extent that this is constrained by anti-competitive
practices of others . Equality rights should not be conceived ofparochially, either
in terms of geography or in terms of artificial distinctions between political and
economic rights for each tends to complement and reinforce the other . Lack of
economic resources often deprives individuals of the capacity to ensure their
political rights. It is not a coincidence that most of the rich countries in the world
are democracies and most of the poorest countries are not. Equality rights should
notbeviewedas stopping shortof "strangers at our gates," whether theybe traders,
investors, or would-be immigrants .
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II. External Trading Relationships

In a smalleconomy like Canada's, with a relatively small population dispersed
over a large geographic area, which often results in many "thin" domestic
markets and high levels ofdomestic concentration necessary for the realization
ofminimum efficient scale andscope economies,foreigncompetition, principally
through trade, but also to an important extent through foreign investment, is a
major source - often the major source - of competitive discipline on domestic
suppliers.Whilefor almostahundredyears, Canadapursuedhighlyprotectionist
trade policies originating with Sir John A. Macdonald's National Policy,
premised essentially on an infant industry promotion rationale, creating
coincidentally asevere anddysfunctional tensionbetweenCanada's international
trade policy and its domestic competition policy, a century is long enough for
most infants to grow up . Since the genesis of the GATT in 1947 these trade
barriers have been progressively dismantled, and Canada must nowengage the
challenge of competing effectively in a global economy. The largest economic
boom andlowest employmentrate in twenty years along with similarbooms in
our twoNAFTApartners, theU.S . andMexico,which is nowthe envy ofmost
ofthe developing world suggests that we are up to the challenge, and that trade
liberalization is a positive sumgame for all of us .

Foreign trade, and increasingly foreign investment, are regulated under
international treaties with our major trading partners'- in Canada's case, the
GATT/WTO andNAFTA. Trade liberalizing trends over the post-war period
have reduced tariffs from an average of forty per cent worldwide on non-
agricultural products in 1947 to about three per cent today. Other border
measures, such as quotas, have also been substantially reduced . Current and
future trade liberalization efforts are increasingly focused on "within the
border" measures, especially the plethora of industry, trade, or profession-
specific forms of regulation that differentially impact domestic and foreign
providers of the goods or services in question . In a federal system, such as
Canada's, , many of these regulatory regimes fall -wholly or partly within
provincialjurisdiction, rendering internationalnegotiations involvingthefederal
government and our major trading partners much more problematic than in the
past, whennegotiations focussedprincipally onborder measures, such as tariffs
andquotas . This problem is compounded by the Privy Council's decision in the
Labour Conventions' case, holding that the Federal Government's treaty
makingpowerdoesnotauthorizeittoencroachuponareasofprovincialjurisdiction .
This means that, relative to unitary states orfederal states like theUS andAustralia
wherethe federalgovernment's treaty makingpowers havebeeninterpretedmore
expansively, Canadahas facedanasymmetryproblemininternational negotiations,
in thatthe commitmentsthat it is able to make maybe muchmore constrainedthan
thosethatmanyof ourtradingpartnersareabletomake, andhence, giventhecentral
role playedbynotions ofreciprocityin international economic relations, mayhave

1 A-GCanada v. A-GOntario (Labour Conventions), [1937] A.C . 326 [hereinafter
Labour Conventions] .
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constrained Canada's ability to obtain desirable commitments from our trading
partners in terms of securing greater access to their markets. However, recent
decisions of the Supreme Court of Canada appear to have opened the door to a
narrowing of the scope of the Labour Conventions doctrine .

A treaty is an agreement entered into between states which is binding in
international law .'- Because a treaty is an agreement which is binding in
international law, a treaty can only be made by an entity having international
legal personality . The British North America Act of 1867 did not grant treaty
making power to either level ofgovernment. Rather, this power remained with
the Imperial Crown in London, which had the authority to enter into treaties
binding on all members of the British Empire . The Balfour Declaration, made
at the 1926imperial conference, recognizedthat Great Britain anditsdominions
were "autonomous communities within the British Empire, equal in status, in
no way subordinate to one another in any aspect of their domestic or foreign
affairs,, ,3 and in 1947 the Crown delegated to the Governor General "all powers
and authorities lawfully belonging to [the King] in respect ofCanada,-4 which
has the effect of delegating to the federal government the power to enter into
treaties binding Canada .

The framers of The British North America Act, though not contemplating
Canada's evolution into a completely independentcountry, didgrantthe federal
government the power to implement treaties entered into on behalf of Canada
by the Imperial Crown in Great Britain . Section 132 of The Act states :

The Parliament and government ofCanada shall have all powers necessary or proper
for performing the obligations of Canada or of any province thereof, as part of the
British Empire, towards foreign countries, arising under treaties between the Empire
and such foreign countries .

In 1935,the federal government ratified three labourconventions enactedbythe
International Labour Organization in 1919, 1921, and 1928, making them
legally binding on Canada in international law . The government then enacted
the necessary legislation to bring Canadian laws into accord with these treaty
obligations . The Privy Council, however, in the Labour Conventions case,5
held that section 132 did not authorize theimplementation oftreaty obligations
by the federal government arising from treaties entered into by Canada in
accordance with its expanded authority.6 Lord Atkin held that,

there is no such thing as treaty legislation as such . The distribution is based on classes
ofsubjects ; andas atreatydeals withaparticular class ofsubjects sowillthelegislative
power ofperforming it be ascertained .?

P.W. Hogg, ConstitutionalLaw ofCanada, 4th ed ., (Toronto : Carswell,1997) at 11-1 .
3 M . Ollivier, ColonialandImperial Conferences, vol. 3 (Ottawa : Queen'sPrinter, 1954) at

146.
4 R.S.C . 1985, App . II, No . 31, cl . 2.
5 Supra note 1 .
6 Ibid.at 349 .
7 Ibid. at 351 .
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Thus, if the subject matter of atreaty (or portion thereof) fell under one of the
headsofpower insection91,the federal governmenthadauthority toimplement
necessary changes tofederal law, but the federal government did not have the
constitutional authority to enact legislation aimed at aclass of subjects falling
under one of the provincial heads of power .under section 92, and only the
provinceshad the authority to make the necessary changes. It is irrelevant to the
evaluation ofa statute that its purpose is the implementation of aninternational
treaty . In Labour Conventions, the impugned federal statutes were related to
conditions of employment, a matter falling under provincial authority under
section 92(13) . As a result, the federal government didnot have the authority to
implementsuch legislation and the labour conventions were struck down.

As notedby ProfessorHogg, theLabour Conventions ruling "produces the
highly inconvenient result that the Government ofCanada, which,creates treaty
obligations, is powerless to ensure the performance of,many of those
obligations."$ TheLabour Conventionsdecisionhasimpaired Canada's capacity
to play a full role in international affairs, andCanada has been unable to meet
treaty obligations on labour,, education, the status ofrefugees, women's rights,
and human rights generally.9

It maybe, however,,in the light of more recent Supreme Court decisions,
that some of the sting of Labour Conventions mayhave been drawn. It is now
atleastconceivable thatthefederal governmenthas someauthority, eitherunder
the second branch of the Trade andQommerce power,l0 or under the national
concernbranch ofthePeace, Order, andGood Governmentpower, to implement
certaintreaty obligationswhichimpingeonprovincialjurisdiction . Theexistence
and nature of a treaty has been found relevant to the characterization of
implementation legislation . Where the form and nature of an extant treaty
indicates that its subject matter is viewed by signatories as unified and
indivisible, such a treaty may be used to support Parliament's power to enact
enabling legislation . In R. v. Crown Zellerbach,ll the Supreme Courtupheld
federallegislation regulatingmarinepollution inbothintra- and extra-provincial
waters . TheCourt, in elaborating the national concernbranch ofP.O.G.G., held
that for a matter to qualify as a national concern,

it musthave a singleness, distinctiveness and indivisibility that clearly distinguishes
it from matters of provincial concern and a scale ofimpact on provincial jurisdiction
that is reconcilable with the fundamental distribution oflegislative power under the
constitution.12

8. Hogg, supra note 2 at 11-13.'
9 1 . Bernier, International Legal Aspects ofFederalism (Hamden, Conn. : Archon

Books,1973) at 152-58 .
10 As per Citizen's Insurance Co. v. Parsons (1881), 7 A.C . . 96 at 113, the second

branch of the Trade and Commerce power allows for the general regulation of trade
affecting the whole dominion.

11 (198811 S.C.R . 401.
12 Ibid . at 432.
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LeDain J., at least in part, based his conclusion that marine pollution is a
single, distinct subject matter on the evidence of the single and distinct
international regime.

Further, in explaining his conception of singleness, distinctiveness and
indivisibility, he emphasized that:

In determining whether the matter has attained the required degree of singleness,
distinctivenessand indivisibility that clearly distinguishes itfrommattersofprovincial
concern it isrelevantto considerwhat wouldbetheeffect on extra-provincial interests
of a provincial failure to deal effectively with the control or regulation of the intra-
provincial aspects of the matter. 13

It is noteworthy that the focus of LeDain's J.'s comments is on whether a
province can deal effectively with the issue of concern, not whether it is
constitutionally capable of dealing with the issue . Further reinforcing this
position, LeDain J. suggestedthat actual failure to co-operate was equivalent to
provincial incapacity . 14 Monahan notes that this `provincial inability test'
"actually focuses on the effects in other provinces of afailure by one province
(as opposed to the inability ofthatprovince) to deal effectively withthe control
or regulation of a matter."15

InGeneralMotors ofCanada v. CityNationalLeasing,16 the courtrevived
the second branch of the general trade and commerce power as enunciated in
Citizen'sInsurance Co . ofCanadav.Parsons, 17 allowing for federal legislation
on the "general regulation oftrade affecting the whole dominion."18 The first
branch grants the federal government legislative authority over interprovincial
and international trade . In doing so, it laid down five indicia of validity for
legislation under the second branch of section 91(2) :

the legislation must be part of a general regulatory scheme ;
the scheme must be monitored by a regulatory agency ;
the scheme must not constitute the regulation ofa single industry or trade ;
the legislation should be ofa nature thattheprovincesjointly or severally wouldbe
constitutionally incapable ofenacting;
the failure to include one or more provinces or localities in a legislative scheme
would jeopardize the successful operation of the scheme in other parts of the
country

This test, as well as the test espousedin Crown Zellerbach, suggests significant
federal government scope to implement international treaties notwithstanding
that their subject matter would fall under a provincial head of power if the
legislationwere strictly evaluatedinthemannerespousedinLabourConventions .
Furthermore, this scope can conceivably be increased . This could arise, on the
one hand, by regarding "constitutional incapacity" on the part of the provinces

13 Ibid.
14 Ibid. at 432-3 .
15 P . Monahan, Constitutional Law (Concord, Ont. : Irwin Law, 1997) at 240.
16 [198911 S.C.R. 641 .
17 Supra note 10.
18 Ibid. at 113 .
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to regulate under the general regulation of trade test in a similar manner as
LeDain J. did in considering the nature ofprovincial inability under the national
concern doctrine in Crown Zellerbach . On the other hand, the scope of the
general regulation oftrade powercould provide a basis for an expansiveuse of
the necessarily incidental doctrine.19 Professor Howse, in several papers, has
argued that the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International
Sale of Goods, the Canada- United States Free Trade Agreement, andthe North
AmericanFreeTradeAgreementcouldallbeimplementedbyfederallegislation
pursuant to the Supreme Court's decisions in Crown Zellerbach and General
Motors using some of these devices20 Professor Fairly, commenting on the
Canada - United States FTA, has argued that implementation legislation for
international trade agreements meets the five-part test established by Dickson
C.J.C.inGeneralMotors . 21 While Lord Atkin'sjudgmentinLabourConventions
has not by any means been overruled, the groundwork now exists for a finding
that the federal government does have the authority to implement certain
international treaties that impinge, to some degree, on provincial jurisdiction,
although uncertainties remain where a single industry or trade is involved .

Apart from these judicial developments, Article XXIV (12) of the GATT
(the so-called federal state clause) provides: "Each contracting party shall take
suchreasonable measures as maybe available to,it to ensure observance ofthe
provisions of the Agreement by the regional and local governments and
authorities within its territories." While sub-national levels of government are
notpartiesto international tradetreaties andarenotdirectlyboundby obligations
therein, the federal government risks international trade sanctions if it is unable
to demonstrate that it has made reasonable efforts to induce sub-national levels
of government to conform to these commitments. Exactly what constitutes
reasonable efforts in this respectis not entirely clear, but in recent GATT/WTO
panel decisions (the mostimportantofwhichinvolye the so-called Canada-US
beer wars), provincial regulatory restrictions on foreign trade were held to
violate various provisions of theGATT and to expose the federal government
to sanctions under Article XXIV (12), on the grounds that it hadfailed to make
"serious, persistent and convincing" effortsto induceprovincialcompliance . In
the Beer case, the GATT -Panel held that it was inconsistent of the federal

19 NotethatHowse's analysis of this is flawed, as heregardsthenecessarily incidental
test as a test of political necessity, i.e., given that an agreement must be constitutionally
permissible, it ought to be allocated to the federal government's jurisdiction . In fact, the
necessarily incidental test requires a valid federal regulatory purpose which nonetheless
willinvolvesomedegree ofintrusionintomatterswhich, butfor theirnecessaryimplication
by the valid federal purpose, would be under the provinces' jurisdiction. SeeR. Howse,
"The Labour Conventions Doctrine in an Era of Global Interdependence : Rethinking the
Constitutional Dimensions of Canada's External Economic Relations" (1990) 16 Can.
Bus. L.J . 160.

20 Howse, ibid., and "NAFTA and the Constitution : Does Labour Conventions
Really Matter Any More?" (1994) 5 Constitutional Forum 54 .

21 H.S . Fairley, "Implementing the Canada-United States Free Trade Agreement" in
D.M. McRae & D.P. Steger eds., Understanding the Free Trade Agreement (Halifax :
Institute for Research on Public Policy, 1988) .
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government to argue that various liquor distribution restrictions in Ontario and
otherprovinces were not a violation of various provisions of the GATT, and at
the same time to argue that it had made "serious, persistent and convincing"
efforts to induce provincial compliance with these obligations .22 This "Catch-
22" argument will often expose the federal government to a serious risk of
adverse determinations by supra-national panels on account ofnon-compliant
provincial policies, leading (as in the Beer case) to retaliatory sanctions by
our trading partners, which are likely to be strategically targeted on exports
principally from non-compliant provinces. In short, decisions by the
Dispute Settlement Body under theGATT/WTO have reinforced domestic
judicial developments in more narrowly confining the scope of theLabour
Conventions doctrine and strengthening the ability of the Canadian
government to undertake reciprocal trade (and related) commitments with
our major trading partners .23

The Supreme Court will almost certainly be confronted in the foreseeable
future with the challenge of re-evaluating explicitly the scope of the Labour
Conventions doctrine, as the focus of international trade liberalization efforts
shifts to within the border measures such as regulation of services that have
largely fallen within provincial jurisdiction . The federal government would
render this challenge more tractable if it develops an institutionalized process
for consulting with the provinces (perhaps through the AIT) on its negotiating
position on trade issues that implicate both levels of government.

III. TheSupreme Courtand The Canadian Economic Union

a)

	

The Welfare andEfficiency Costs ofInternal Trade Barriers

A key issue in the debate about the importance of interprovincial trade
surrounds the economic costs of internal trade barriers in Canada in the four
fundamental economic classes ofinputs and outputs -labour, capital, goods and
services. No consensus method exists for estimating these costs and in fact the
estimates vary . However, one aspect of the issue is clear - the Canadian
economy is already well integrated . Canadians share a common currency, a
closely harmonized tax system, a developed rail and highway transportation
infrastructure, and all provincial governments are constrained by section 121 of
the ConstitutionAct, which guarantees that all goods mustbe permitted to move
within Canada without being made subject to provincial tariffs . Since the
addition of the Charter to the Constitution in 1982, Canadians have also
benefited from section 6, which guarantees personal mobility rights and the

22 See S. Kierstead, "An International Bind : Article XXIV (12) of GATT and
Canada" (1993) 25 Ott. L. Rev. 315

23 It isnotyetclearhowthe decisions ofthesedispute settlementbodies will be related
to thejurisprudence of the Supreme Court. But see Hon. G.V . LaForest, "The Expanding
Role of the Supreme Court of Canada in International Law Issues" (1996) 34 Canadian
Yearbook of International Law 89.
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right to pursue a livelihood in any province ofCanada . Furthermore (with some
minor exceptions, such as restrictive land ownership rules in Prince Edward
Island); Canadians have also benefited fromrelativelyunhindered capital flows
and freedom of investment within Canada.

Therelativemagnitude ofgovernmentconstraints onfundamental economic
freedoms is extremelyimportant to devising an accurate estimate ofhow costly
in terms of efficiency losses the remaining internal barriers to trade have been
and are likely to be for Canadians . The key to understanding how such an
estimate canbe made is the theory of comparative advantage, which explains
how gains from trade develop and why allowing the free movement of factor
inputs (labour and capital) and final products (goods and services) is key to
generating gains from trade. If interprovincial barriers to trade were complete
-that is, with no factor input or product mobility - then the residents of each
province would consume exactly what they produce. Prices for commodities
and services would vary from province to province under such a scenario . For
example, consider howtwoprovinces -British Columbia and Saskatchewan -
would fare under complete economic immobility, with no goods, services,
labour or capital crossing their provincial borders24 In British Columbia, the
price of salmon and lumber wouldbe (relatively) low, while the price ofwheat
would be (relatively) high. This outcome would necessarily result because
British Columbia has high natural resource endowments in salmon and lumber
whereas the costs associated with growing wheat would be high25 In
Saskatchewan on the other hand, the relative costs wouldbe reversed . It would
be quite, expensive for Saskatchewan residents to acquire salmon or lumber
(which are extremely scarce, ifextant,resourcesinthe province), whileitwould
be inexpensive to farm wheat. With complete economic immobility, British
Columbiawouldbe forced into farming thesmall amountofwheatthatresidents
woulddemand atthe inevitablyhighcost ofdoing so, andSaskatchewan would
haveto provide internally all ofthe salmon andlumberthatresidents demanded
at a priceyeflective of the, necessarily high cost of doing so .

Clearly, the residents of each province would be better off if British
Columbia could trade some salmon and lumber to Saskatchewan for some
wheat. If trading were allowed, British Columbia would concentrate more
resources on the production of salmon and lumber than wheat, whereas
Saskatchewan would concentrate its resources on wheat farming. In the
parlance oftradetheory, wheatfarming is an area of economic activity in which
Saskatchewan enjoys acomparative advantage, andforestry and salmonfishing
represent areas ofcomparative advantage for British Columbia. The gainsfrom
trade in this example would be given by the sum of the increases in the

24 The usual assumption is thatwithin eachprovincethere isunencumbered mobility
of goods and services. However, the results still hold if there is relatively free economic
mobility .

25 This wouldbe the case because much ofthe relatively smallamount ofarable land
in British Columbia is located in the Okanagan Valley, where it can be used more
intensively and valuably to grow fruit .
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production ofsalmon, lumber, and wheat between a stateofcomplete economic
immobility anda scenario in which free trade is allowed . These two states ofthe
world represent two ends of a continuum . The greater the barriers to trade, the
more one approaches complete economic immobility . Conversely, the lower
the barriers to trade, the more one approaches free trade .

In actualfact, economic mobilityinCanadaisandhasbeen farclosertothefree
trade ideal than to complete economic immobility . The idea of comparative
advantage andgains fromtradecan be (at least conceptually) easily extendedto all
Canadian provinces . The actual welfare gains that Canadians wouldrealize from
interprovincial free trade are equal to the difference between the sum ofthe GDP
that the provinces and territories currently generate with the existing barriers to
trade (i .e. the existing level ofeconomic immobility between areas), and the GDP
that Canada as acohesive economic union -that is, absent all barriers to trade and
with full legislative and standards harmonization - would generate .

An empirical study conducted by John McCallum using data from 1988-
1990 shows that interprovincial merchandise trade is much more dense, ceteris
paribtts, than merchandise trade between Canadian provinces and American
states (province-statetrade) . Using data from 1988-1990, McCallum has shown
that interprovincial trade was 20.1 times more dense than data on provincial-
state trade flows would have predicted using a "gravity model" that takes into
account both GDP and trading distances 26 More recent empirical work using
a similar "gravity model" by John F . Helliwell expands upon and confirms
McCallum's results foralonger time period . Helliwell uses a combination ofthe
same and more recent data running from 1988 to 1996 and re-estimates the
relationship. The results showed that although the border effect is no longer on
the order of 20 times as great (because ofdecreasing tariffs under NAFTA), the
border effect factor remained as high as 11 .9 for 1996 .27 For interprovincial
trade in services, Helliwell's results show thatthe border effectis much stronger
than it is for merchandise goods - interprovincial trade in services is 32.1 times
as dense as that ofprovince-state trade in services after taking both distance and
GDP into account . 28 These findings demonstrate that the Canadian Economic
Union is very well integrated, and therefore that the welfare costs ofimperfect
economic mobility may not be considerable .

A much cited 1991 study published by the Canadian Manufacturers'
Association identified approximately 500 internal trade barriers in Canada and
estimated their annual welfare costs to Canadians at approximately 6.5 billion
dollars - approximately one percent of annual GDP.29 This estimate reflects
approximate welfare costs of 5 billion dollars due to preferential government

26 See J. McCallum, "National Borders Matter : Canada-U.S . Regional TradePatterns"
(1995) 85 American Economic Review 615 .

27 J .F. Helliwell, How Much Do National Borders Matter? (Washington, D.C . :
Brookings Institution Press, 1998) at 22 .

28 Ibid. at 38 .
29 T . Rutley, Canada 1993: APlanfor-the Creation ofaSingle EconomicMarket in

Canada (Toronto : Canadian Manufacturers' Association, 1991) .
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procurement policies, 1 billion dollars from agricultural trade barriers and 500
million dollars fromtrade barrierspertaining to alcoholicbeverages . This study
has attractedmuch criticism, largelybecause ofthe ad hocnature ofthe estimate
regarding the welfare costs ofpreferential governmentprocurement. TheCMA
study based the 5 billion dollar welfare cost of preferential - procurement
practices on an estimated 5 percent "local premium" on the annual 100 billion
dollars of Canadian procurement expenditures . The primary weakness of this
reasoning is that not all of this estimated increased' government expenditure
wouldrepresent deadweight losses that would serve to decrease overallwelfare
or compromise efficiency .30 Notwithstanding this criticism, however, Daniel
Schwanen has argued that "there is nothing implausible about the often-cited
figure of 1 percent ofGDP."31 Further strength is added to theroughlegitimacy
of the 1 percent estimate by the fact that other studies, 32 including one
favourably cited by the MacDonaldCommission,33 estimate the welfare costs
ofinternal trade barriers as being between 1 and 1 .5 percent of GDP. Although
a welfare cost of one percent of GDP may not seem extraordinary, it is
significant. For an average Canadian family offour, this represents a foregone
benefit of approximately $1000 annually .34

b) Negative and Positive Economic Integration

Under a "negative integration" approach, the emphasis . is placed on
prohibiting or constraining measures adopted by one party that discriminate
against another party, requiring that such measures be modified or withdrawn .
That is to say, anegative integration approach tells parties whatthey maynotdo
and has been the traditional focus of most international trade treaties . A

30 Some of these increased expenditures, of course, would represent welfare losses .
The extent to which thispremiumis a welfareloss or not depends on therelative efficiency
of production between local and non-local firms . If local suppliers are as productively
efficient as extra-provincial suppliers but simply capture this local-preferencepremium as
an economic rent, then the alleged welfare loss is illusory . On the other hand, iflocal
suppliers are five percentless productively efficient than othersuppliers, then the welfare
losses are real .

31D. Schwanen, "One Market, Many Opportunities : The Last Stage in Removing
Obstacles to Interprovincial Trade"(Toronto: C.D . Howe Institute, 1994) at 6.

32 See, e.g., T.J. Courchene, Economic Management and the Division ofPowers
(Toronto : UniverskyofToronto Press,1986) at216;T.J. Courchene, "AnalyticalPerspectives
on the Canadian Economic Union" in M. Trebilcock et al . eds., Federalism and the
Canadian Economic Union (Toronto : University of Toronto Press, 1983) 51 ; J . Whalley,
"Induced Distortions ofInterprovincial Activity : AnOverview ofIssues" inTrebilcock et
al., eds., Federalism and the Canadian Economic Union (Toronto: University, ofToronto
Press, 1983) 161 ; and Schwanen, ibid.

33 QuotedinF .Pâlda,PrOvincialTradeWars : WhytheBlockadeMustEnd(Vancouver,
Fraser Institute, 1994) atxvi .

34M.J. Trebilcock & R. Behboodi, "The Canadian Agreement on Internal Trade:
Retrospect and Prospects" inM.J . Trebilcock &D. Schwanen, eds., Getting There . An
AssessmentoftheAgreementonIntemal Trade(Toronto : C.D . Howe Institute,1995) at22 .
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prominent example of this approach is the National Treatment obligation in the
GATT (Article III), whichprohibits member states from adopting internallaws or
measures that treat foreign producers less favourably than domestic producers of
like products . In contrast, a more ambitious approach to economic integration
wouldemphasize,in addition tonegative integration, "positiveintegration", where
parties agree on a series of positive steps that they commit themselves to taking to
reduce or remove impediments to the free movement ofgoods, services, persons,
and capital . Typically, a "positive integration" approach focuses on removing or
reducing regulatory divergences that create multiple compliance or transaction
costs, impeding partiesfromonejurisdiction fromoperating effectively in another .
The most prominent example ofa strategy ofpositive integration is the European
Union . Following the removal of border measures, such as tariffs, quantitative
restrictions, and measures equivalentto tariffs or quantitative restrictionspursuant
to the Treaty of Rome of 1957, the Single European Act, 1986 and a series of
directives and regulations committed member states to mutual recognition or
harmonization ofavastrange ofdomesticregulatorymeasures pertainingtogoods,
services, persons, and capital with a view to creating a single Europeanmarketby
1992.Thestrategyrestedontheexistenceofstrongpan-Europeancentralinstitutions,
in particular the EU Commission and the Council of Ministers of the European
Community. These European institutions are empowered to enact regulations,
directives and decisions that are legally binding onmember states. EU legislation
may require the adoption of minimum standards, mutual recognition, or
harmonization oflaws in many areas . Noncompliance with these measures can be
challenged in domestic courts and in the European Court of Justice, both by
governments andbyprivateparties . Substantialprogresstowardthe goal ofasingle
Europeanmarketiswidely attributed to thesespecial institutional arrangements, to
the adoption of more relaxed majority voting rules in the Council of Ministers,
which has reduced holdoutproblems, and to the adoption of a default principle of
mutual recognition in the absence of agreement on minimum or harmonized
standards . The Court ofJustice has been one of the most important forces in the
developmentofthesinglemarketinEurope.Ithas extendedthereach andenhanced
thepowerofEUinstitutions andlaws andchampionedthe singlemarketeven when
theinstitutions andthe membershipoftheEUhaveseemed unwillingorunprepared
to carry through with the process of integration.

Historically, withrespect to the CanadianEconomic Union,the PrivyCouncil,
and later the Supreme Court, took a restrictive view of the federal government's
power to regulate for the furtherance of the economic union, while correlatively
allowing provincial governments broad powers to regulate the economic
marketplace . While much of the case-law manifests equivocalities and
inconsistencies, recenttrends tendtoreflectanincreasing sophisticationonthepart
ofthe Court in promoting internal economic integration. By tracing the evolution
ofthetrade andcommerce powerundersection 91(2) and thecorrelativeprovincial
power overproperty andcivil rights under 92(13), the Court's role infurtheringthe
economic union can be evaluated . Ofrelevance is the degree to which the federal
governmenthas beengranted authority undertheConstitutionbythecourts topursue
positiveeconomicintegration through thenational regulationofmarkets and standards,
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andits abilityto impinge onprovincialjurisdiction overintraprovincialtradein orderto
furtherthecause ofinterprovincialorintemationaltrade, ontheonehand, andthe ability
of provincial governments to pursue policies inconsistent with negative economic
integration, through discriminatory laws, regulations and practices, on the other. It is
noteworthy that a majority of cases which affect the federal government's ability to
promotepositiveeconomicintegrationarosethroughfederalgovernmentactiondesigaed,
throughthe impositionofmarketing schemes and quotas, to limit the freemovementof
goods across jurisdictionalboundaries .Thus,thefactthatthefederal governmenthasthe
constitutional authoritytopromotepositive economicintegrationdoes notmeanthatthe
goals of the Canadian economic unionwill, infact, befurthered.

1) Negative Economic Integration

i . Provincial Interference with Interprovincial Trade and Commerce

With respect to the degree to which provincial regulation can incidentally affect
interprovincialtransactions, theSupremeCourtinthepastemployedusedtwo different,
andindeedsomewhatcontmdictoryapproachestodeterminingthevalidityofprovincial
legislation which affects interprovincial trade flows. Attimes, the Court has restricted
provincial jurisdiction to transactions which are entirelycompletedwithin the province
soastopreventinterferencewith interprovincialtrade, whileatotherttmesthe Courthas
heldtheinterprovincialeffectsofprovinciallegislationtobeinrelevantintheclassification
ofprovincial legislation as intra or ultra vires .Thus, while it canbe concluded thatthe
Court achieved some limited degree of negative economic integration, several of its
rulings significantly impeded the goals ofthe Canadian economic union.

Anexampleofthefirstapproachmpreventingprovinciallegislationfromimpactmg
on interprovincial transactions is found in Prince Edward Island Potato Marketing
Boardv. H.B. WillisIncorporated. 35 Inthatcase theSupremeCourtunanimouslyheld
that provincial legislation which authorized apotato marketing board to collect levies
from-potatoproducers wasunconstitutional insofarastheleviesappliedtopotatoeswith
extraprovincial destinations . Themajority heldthat thefee couldnotbelevied onthese
potatoesassuchlevieswouldinterferewithParliament'sjunsdictionoverinterprovincial
trade. Kerwin J. (Fauteux J. concurring) held that the application of.such a levy was
"clearly referable toexport trade andcannotbe supported,"36 whileRand J. stated that

"the scheme . . . is primarily one of trade regulation . . . so far as it extends to external
trade it is invalid,"37 and Kellock J. (Locke J, concurring) held thatThe powers so
givengobeyondthemereregulation ofthepotato trade within the province orcarriage
thereof from one provincial point to another, and encroach upon the sphere of the
regulation of interprovincial and export trade . There is no attempt to confine the
scheme or the orders under it to local as distinguished from export trade, andit is to
be remembered . . . that the business of marketing potatoes in the province is
preponderantly an export business.3 s

35 [195212 S .C.R . 392.
36 Ibid. at 409 .
37 Ibid. at 416.
38 Ibid. at 423 [emphasis added] .
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Similarly, inRe Ontario Farm ProductsMarketingAct39 the terms ofreference
directed the Court to assume that legislation applied only to interprovincial
transactions . In determining the meaning of this direction, a majority of the
court heldthatintraprovincial transactions onlyinvolveproducts to beproduced
and consumed in the province . Kerwin C.J.C . stated that "[o]nce an article
enters into the flow of interprovincial or external trade, the subject-matter and
all its attendant circumstances cease to be a matter of local concern� ,40 while
Locke J. (Nolan J . concurring) held that intraprovincial trade consists of:

[P]urchases and sales ofthe controlledproduct ... for consumption intheProvince, andsales
toprocessors, manufacturers or dealers proposing to sell such products, either in their natural
form or afterthey have been processed ... forconsumption within the province 4l

However, in Shannon v. Lower Mainland Dairy Products Board,422 and in
Home Oil Distributors v . A.-G. (B.C.),43 the Privy Council and the Supreme
Court were notconcerned withthe incidental effects ofprovincial legislationon
interprovincial trade. In Shannon, the Privy Council upheld a provincial
marketing scheme for milk, including its application to milk produced
extraprovincially, while in Home Oil, the Supreme Court held that provincial
price regulation of gasoline and fuel oil could validly be applied to products
produced outside of the province .

In Carnation Co . v. QuébecAgricultural Marketing Board,44 the Qu6bec
milk marketing board set the price at which milk producers could sell their
product to Carnation above the price of milk on the open market available to
otherproducers . The evidence showed thatprices paid byCarnation were about
10 to 25 centsperhundredpounds higherthan those paidby otherpurchasers ofraw
milk in the same area. Further, Carnation sold most of its processed milk
enerprovincially, and was a federally incorporated company with its head offices
in Toronto . Notwithstanding this, the Supreme Court, in upholding the scheme,
foundthat any interprovincial effects wereirrelevantin assessing the validity ofthe
regulatory structure . Martland J ., for a unanimous court, held that:

[i]t isnotthe possibility that these ordersmight"affect" theappellant's interprovincial
tradewhich should determinetheir validity, but, rather, whether they were made "in
relation to" the regulation of trade and commerce45

In Re Agricultural Products Marketing Act46 Pigeon J ., speaking for the
majority, held that thejudgment in Carnation stood for the proposition that the
regulation of production "is primafacie a local matter, a matter of provincial

39 [19571 S .C.R. 198 .
40 Ibid. at 205 .
41 Ibid. at 231 and see Rand J.'s statement to the same effect at 210 .
42 [19381 A.C . 708 .
43 [19401 S.C.R . 444 .
44 [19681 S.C.R . 238 .
45 Ibid. at 252 .
46 (197812 S.C.R. 1198 .
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jurisdiction ."47 So long as theregulation was aimed at production, theultimate
destination of the regulated goods was held to be irrelevant :

[i]n view of the reasons given, the conclusion could notbe different even ifthewhole
production had been going' into extraprovincial trade.48

Thus, in these cases, the Court's approach in its decisions has been to treat the
goods' eventual destination as irrelevant . Rather, theCourtadopted anartificial
distinction between production and marketing to function as a proxy for intra-
and inter-provincial trade. It was held intra vires forprovincial governments to
regulate the production ofgoods and services, although regulation withrespect
to marketing such goods washeld to encroach on federaljurisdiction .

In A.-G. Manitoba v. Manitoba Egg & Poultry Association (Manitoba
Egg),49 a provincial marketing scheme that applied to all eggs soldwithin the
province, includingthoseproducedextraprovincially, was struckdown asbeing
beyond the purview of provincial legislative authority . Martland J., for the
majority of the Court, held that the purpose of the scheme was, in fact, to,
"restrict or limit the free flow of trade betweenprovinces as such."50 Thus, the
Court concluded that the marketing scheme was, in pith and substance, related
to the regulation of,interprovincial trade flows .

In Central Canada Potash Co. v. Saskatchewan,5l the Supreme Court
struckdown aprovincialprorationing schemefixing theprice andrestricting the
production of potash . Laskin C.J.C., for aunanimous court, emphasized that
"[t]he only market for which the schemes hadany significance was the export
market,-52 thus ignoring the distinction between production and marketing
illustratedin Carnation andespoused sevenmonths prior to the CanadaPotash
decision in Re Agricultural Products Marketing Act.

Similarly, in Canadian Industrial Gas and Oil v. Government of
Saskatchewan53 the Court struck down provincial legislation imposing a
surcharge on oil produced in the province . The surcharge was to equal the
difference between theprice received for theoil andthe worldmarketprice prior
to its escalation due to the oil price shock of 1973 . The legislation also allowed
the provincial government to fix the price of oil where it determined that it was
being underpriced. MartlandJ., writingfor a majority, emphasizedindeclaring
the statute ultra vires that the oil "has almost no local market."54

47 Ibid . at 1293 .
48 Ibid. at 1294.
49 [1971] S.C.R. 689; 19 D.L.R . (3d) 169 [hereinafter cited to D.L.R.] .
50 Ibid . at 179.
51 [197911 S.C.R. 42; (1978) 88 D.L.R . (3d) 609 [hereinafter cited to D.L.R.] .
52 Ibid. at 610.
53 [197812 S.C.R. 545.
54 Ibid. at 568.
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Section 121 of the Constitution Act provides as follows :
All Articles of Growth, Produce, or Manufacture of any one of the Provinces shall,
from and after the Union, be admitted free into each of the other provinces .

The first attempt to challenge legislation under section 121 arose in Gold Seal
Limitedv . DominionExpress Company, 55 where a liquorimporterchallenged the
validity of the Canada Temperance Act56 which prohibited the importation of
liquor intoprovinceswhere its sale was prohibitedbyprovincial statute . TheCourt,
in upholding the federal legislation, held that section 121 only prohibited the
imposition of customs duties on interprovincial trade, and did not prevent the
federal government from restricting the interprovincial flow of goods . "Free," in
the context of section 121, was interpreted to mean, "without any tax or duty
imposedas acondition of . . . admission" . 57 This statement was adopted inAtlantic
Smoke Shops Limited v. Canlon5s and by the majority in Murphy v . Canadian
PacifzcRailwayCompany .59 Other interpretations ofthe scope ofsection 121 have
been adopted. In Lawson v . Interior- Tree Fruit and Vegetable Committee of
Direction,60 Cannon J . held section 121 to proscribe, "any hindrance . . . by
legislation ofthe untrammelledcommercebetween theprovinces in all `articles of
the growth,produce ormanufacture' ofany oneofthem."6 i This interpretation was
not followedin subsequent cases, and the restrictive interpretation of section 121
in Gold Sealcontinued to be adopted . InMurphy, however, Rand J., in a separate
concurringopinion, heldtheword `free' insection 121,"means withoutimpediment
related to the traversing of a provincial boundary."62 While this opinion was not
adoptedbythemajorityofthecourt, itwasrepeatedby aunanimousSupreme Court
in Black v. Law SocietyAlberta, 63 more than 30 years later.

By contrast, the United States Supreme Court has been farmore aggressive
in interpreting and applying the U.S . Constitution to impediments to interstate
trade . TheU.S . Courthas developed abody ofjurisprudence surrounding the so
called dormant Commerce Clause under Article 1, section 8 of the US
Constitution, which grants to Congress the power "to regulate commerce with
foreign nations, and among the several states . . . " . According to areview of this
jurisprudencebySunstein, 64 theUS SupremeCourt has come to understand the

55 (1921), 62 S.C.R. 424.
56 R.S.C . 1906, c . 152.
57 Supra note 55 at 470 .
58 [1943] A.C . 550 at 569.
59 [1958] S .C.R. 626 at 634 (per Locke J .) .
60 [19311 S.C.R . 357.
61 Ibid. at 372-3.
62 Supra note 59 at 638.
63 [1989] 1 S.C.R . 591.
64 C. Sunstein, "Protectionism, the AmericanSupremeCourt, andIntegratedMarkets"

in R . Bieberet al., eds., One European Market? A Critical Analysis of the Commission's
Internal Market Strategy (Baden-Baden : Nomos Verlagsgesettshcaft, 1992).
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Commerce clause as having a"dormant" dimensionthatoperates as aprohibition
on interferences with commerce by the states . Sunstein identifies two principal
purposes of the clause : the first is to control what might be called naked
protectionism that promotes the interests of "insiders" at the expense of
"outsiders" due to their lack of effective political voice in the jurisdiction
in question ; the second is to ensure that there will be a national market
requiring that state action be proscribed even,if regulations derive from
something other than protectionism . According to Sunstein, the US
jurisprudence is, largely, although qualifiedly, premised on the first and
narrower purpose. Ile,notes that:(1) Regulation that discriminates on its
face against out-of-staters encounters a strong presumption of pe`r se
invalidity . (2) Regulation that has discriminatory effects mustbe powerfully
justified . (3) Non-discriminatory regulation is invalidated only if the non-
protectionist benefits are illusory or trivial in comparison with the burden
ofthe trade. Inthe case offacially discriminatory.règulation, the presumption
ofinvalidity canbe overcome, if at all, only by showing, first, an extremely
close connection between the asserted non-protectionist value and the
statutory enactment and, second, that less restrictive alternatives are
unavailable . With respect to regulations that have discriminatory effects
but are facially non-discriminatory, the US Supreme Court has usually
required a close connection between legitimate ends and statutory or
regulatory means and lookedto the existence ofless restrictive alternatives .
With respect to non-discriminatory regulation that nevertheless has an
effect oninterstate trade, forexample, byintroducing inconsistent ordivergent
regulatory requirements from one state to another, judicial scrutiny of such
legislation orregulation tends to be highly deferentialandit is usually sufficient
to show that there is a rational basis for the Asserted benefits of the legislation
orregulation andthatthe burdenoninterstate commerceis notgrossly excessive
in relation to those benefits .

According to Sykes, 65 most of the criticisms of the dormant Commerce
Clausejurisprudence focus onthe ad hoc andsubjective nature ofthebalancing
exercise entailed in Category 3 and to a lesser extent Category 2 cases, and
arguespersuasively against adoptionofsuch abalancing exerciseininternational
trade disputes involving claims of regulatory protectionism, provided the
measureinquestionhassome genuine non-protectionistjustification, principally
because such a balancing exercise is likely to overextend the WTO Dispute
Settlement Body's, technical and political credibility . This contrasts with the
domestic U.S . context, where Congress (the, national political assembly
representing "insiders" and "outsiders"), pursuant to its active trade and
commerce power, can' if it chooses either reinstate restrictions found by the
courts to violate the dormant Commerce Clause or alternatively adopt some
national scheme ofregulation . Sykes also notes that while the European Court

65 A. Sykes, "Regulatory Protectionism and the Law ofInternational Trade," (1999)
66 Chicago L.R. 1 .
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TheSupreme Court's first opportunity to address the possible existence of
economic rights in section 6(2)(b) of the Charter arose with its ruling in Law
Society ofUpperCanada v. Skapinker66 (hereinafter Skapinker) . In Skapinker,
a non-citizenpermanentresidentchallenged the LawSociety ofUpper Canada's
requirement for admission to the bar that new members be "Canadian citizens
or other British subjects67 ." Ofrelevance to the Canadian economic union, the
court ruled that section 6(2)(b), which states that :

6(2) Every citizen of Canada and every person who has the status of a permanent
resident of Canada has the right . . .
(b)

	

to pursue the gaining of a livelihood in any province68
"does not establish a separate and distinct right to work divorced from the
mobility provisions in which it is found."69 The court ruled that the mobility
guarantee does, however, "[accord] the transprovincial commuter . . . theright to
work under [6(2)](b) without the need ofestablishing residence inthe province
of employment in exercise of the right under para. (a)."70

The Supreme Court had another opportunity to consider the section 6
mobility guarantees in constraining provincially imposed labour mobility
barriersinBlackv.LawSocietyAlberta 7I (hereinafter Black) . In Black, the Law
Society of Alberta, in an attempt to prevent incursion into the province of the
Ontario law firm McCarthy & McCarthy through the creation of a provincial
affiliate staffed entirely by partners and associates qualified to practice law in
Alberta, passed rule 154, prohibiting members of the Law Society who
ordinarily reside and practice in Alberta from entering into partnerships with
non-residents, and rule 75B, prohibiting members of the Law Society from
being members of more than one law firm.72 La Forest J., speaking for a
majority of the court, stated that, "Rule 154 makes it, for practical purposes,
impossible for any person to practice law effectively in Alberta without taking

66 [198411 S.C.R . 357, 9 D.L.R . (4th) 161, [hereinafter cited to D.L.R.].
67R.S .O. 1980, c.233, s. 28(c).
68 Canadian Charter ofRights and Freedoms, Part Vof the Constitution Act 1982,

being Schedule "B" to the Canada Act 1982 (U.K.) (1982), c. I l (the "Charter"), s . 6(2) .
69 Supra note 65 at 181.
70 Ibid. at 179.
71 Supra note 63 .
72 The Rules of the Law Society of Alberta enacted under the Legal Profession Act,

R.S.A. 1980, c L-9.
73 Supra note 63 at 619.
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up residence there,"73 and thus violates section 6(2) ofthe Charter. He further
held thatrule 75Bviolatedsection 6, as "the two rules workinginconcertrender
interprovincial law firms unfeasible ; andit is obvious from the facts that this is
what they were designed to do."74 Thus, the restrictions imposedby theLaw
Society on the ability of non-residents to pursue the gaining of a livelihood
through the sale oflegal services were found unconstitutional. Additionally, La
Forest J. noted that :

[Section 6(2)(b)]accords the citizen the right `to pursue the gaining of a livelihood in
any province' . . . [which] does not connote 'the physical movement of the individual
to the province.The expression `to workin the province', which isusedin some ofthe
cases, mightmoreeasilybeopen tothat interpretation.Butthese arenotthe wordsused
in the Charter. There is, however, no doubt that a person can pursue a living in a
province without being there personally 75

It should be-noted that the pursuit of a livelihood must necessarily entail either
the sale of goods or services, or the use of capital. Thus, according to the
interpretation endorsed by the court, section 6 mobility rights are concernednot
only with personal mobility, but also with other forms of economic mobility
whichdo not directly involve the mobility of labour.

In Black, La Forest J., discussed at some length the relationship between
sections 6 and 121, of the Constitution,' and the Canadian Economic Union.
Writing for a majority of the Court, La Forest J. endorsed the broad
characterization of section 121 expressed 6y Rand J: in Murphy v. Canadian
Pacific Railway Co.76 As noted above, Rand J. held that the word `free' in
section 121, "means wiihoutimpedimentrelatedto thetraversing ofaprovincial
boundary ."77 Themajority in Murphy hadcharacterized section 121 as having
as its aim theprohibition of customs duties on interprovincial trade, following
the Supreme Court's decisionin GoldSealLtd. v. A. G. Alberta78 Giventhe fact
that the Court neither discussed nor sought to rely on section 121 in Canadian
Egg?9itis probablyanexaggeration to say thatRandJ.'sviewhasbeen definitively
adopted. Nonetheless, inBlackthe majority ofthe Court endorsed amuchbroader
interpretation of section 121 than the court hadfollowed for 68 years.

TheSupremeCourt inBlack, in an attemptto characterize section6mobility
rights, ultimately adopted the position that these rights were essentially relatedto
citizenship. "What section 6(2) was intended to do was to protect the right of a
citizen(andbyextensionapermanentresident)tomoveaboutthecountry, toreside
where he or she wishes and to pursue his or her livelihood without regard to
provincialboundaries .80 "Butin his endorsementofmobility rights as thoserights
whichare inherent in citizenship, La Forest J. recognized that,

74 Ibid . at 623. .
75 Ibid. at 621 .
76 [19581 S.C.R . 626,15 D.L.R. (2d) 145 [hereinafter cited to D.L.R . ] .
77 Ibid. at 150.
78 [192f 62 S.C.R. 424 at 470.
79 Canadian Egg Marketing Association.v. Richardson, [1998] 3 S.C.R . 157.
80 Supra note 63 at 620.
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. . . economic concerns undoubtedly played apartin theconstitutional entrenchment of
interprovincialmobility rights, . . . But citizenship, andthe rights and duties that inhere
in it are relevant notonly to state concernsfor the properstructuring ofthe economy.
It defines therelationship of citizens to their country and the rights that accrue to the
citizen. . . 81

By stating that citizenship concerns are informed not only by economic
considerations, the majority of the court implicitly recognized that state
economic concerns in promoting the economic union are one of the inherent
aspects of citizenship, and thus section 6, insofar as it is related to citizenship
rights, is also concerned with the promotion of the Canadian economic union.

However, the Supreme Court's decision in Canadian Egg Marketing
Agency v. Richardson82 in 1998 goes quite far in undermining the scope of
Skapinkerand Black, and demonstrates the limits to the benefits thatflow from
the economic union when the federal government is vested with the authority
to regulate for the benefit of the union under P.O.G.G. and section 91(2). In
Canadian Egg, producers of eggs in the Northwest Territories challenged the
federal export quotas set up under the Canadian EggMarketing Association .
Acting in cooperation with the provinces, the federal government allocated
quotas in 1972 to provincial egg producers based on historical production
levels . Producers in the territories did not receive any quota, as at the time there
were no producers ofeggs within theirborders. Producers alleged thatthequota
scheme whichexcluded territorial producers, violated section 2(d) freedom of
association guarantees and section 6 mobility rights .

The court offirst instance held that such ascheme, whichhad the effect of
preventing anyone in the Northwest Territories from obtaining a quota for
export,violated sections 2 and 6 of the Constitution . De Weerdt J. of the
Northwest Territories Supreme Court observed that no onewho moved to the
Northwest Territories could pursue a livelihood through the production and
export of eggs . Hunt J.A ., for the Court of Appeal, found territorial egg
producers to be disadvantaged in pursuing their livelihood because, unlike egg
producers in other provinces, they could never obtain quotas . Because the
legislation had entirely different effects on territorial and provincial residents,
it had the effect of discriminating on the basis ofresidence and was not saved
by section 6(3) . Howse, writing in 1996 after the ruling ofthe territorial Court
of Appeal, spoke of the appeal court judgment as, "show(ing) the promise of
section 6 in helping to secure the Canadian economic union."83

TheSupreme Court, however, in a7-2 judgment, reversed the findings of
thelowercourts and heldthatthere wasno violation ofsections 2and 6. Not only
did the majority find that the scheme did not violate mobility rights as
characterized in Skapinker and Black, but they recharacterized the mobility

81 Ibid. at 612 [emphasis added] .
82 [199813 S.C.R . 157, 166D.L.R . (4th) 1 [hereinafter cited to D.L.R.] . .
83 R. Howse, "Securing the Canadian Economic Union : Legal and Constitutional

Optionsfor the Federal Government," (Toronto : C.D. Howe Institute, 1996) at 8.
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rights guarantee in a way that would appear to reject any role that it couldhave
in furthering the economic union. According to the majority, "Section 6 is
rooted in a concern with human rights, not the conditions or operation of the
federal structure of Canada."84 This is inconsistent with the interpretation of
section 6 in Black by La Forest J . where state concerns with the proper
functioning ofthe economy are includedin the section 6 mobility guarantee . 85
lacobucci and Bastarache JJ ., writing for the majority, further stated:

It guarantees the mobility of persons, not as a feature of the economic unity ofthe
country, butin order to further â human rights purpose . It is centredonthe individual.
Section 6 neither categorically guarantees nor excludes theright of an individual to
move goods, services, or capital into a province without regulation operating to
interfere with that movement. s6

By contrast, N1cLachlin J. (as she then was), in dissent, held that section 6 :

has two purposes, one collective, one individual : (1) to promote the economic union
among the provinces ; and (2) to ensure to all Canadians one of the fundamental
incidents ofcitizenship : the right to travel throughout the country, to choose aplace
ofresidence anywhere within its borders; andtopursuealivelihood, all withoutregard
to provincial boundaries . These purposes are related . The individual right ofcitizens
andpermanent residents of Canada to reside and pursue the gaining of aliving in any
province is the private correlative ofthe collective interest in a unified country . 87

The majority, in attempting to discern the effects of the federal quotas on
territorial inhabitants, found it best to compare their lot with provincial
inhabitants who also did not possess a quota . The Court found that these two
groups were essentially in the same situation, apparently ignoring the fact that
provincialinhabitants wishingtobeginproductionandexporthadthe opportunity
topurchase provincial quotas from othereggproducers, while itwasimpossible
for territorial producers ever to acquire such quotas .

This ruling has significant implications for the mobility of goods, labour
and capital within the Canadian economic union . These are exemplified by the
status of the two respondents, Richardson and Pineview Poultry, in Canadian
Egg . Richardson had previously produced eggs for export in Alberta, where'he
continued toresidethroughout the time his firmproduced eggs inthe Northwest
Territories . However, upon locating operations in the territories, Richardson
found himself unable to market his eggs interprovincially or internationally.
Clearly then, this ruling interfered,significantly with both capital and labour
mobility . The movement ofproductive capital fromonejurisdictionto another,

84 Supra note 82 at 30. Note also that the majority placed weight on the fact that the
scheme had not been enacted .for a colourable or discriminatory purpose. The dissent,
however, challenged this view, particularly in light of the fact that to continue the quota
scheme was in the interest of the provincial producers and exporters who controlled the
scheme not to allow new competitors .

85 See supra note 81 .
86 Ibid. at 34-5 .
87 Ibid. a t 62 .
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while likely resulting in increases in efficiency and amore integrated economy,
is functionally forbidden by the court's endorsement of the marketing plan,
while those whowork in the production of eggs cannot pursue their livelihood
in the Northwest Territories. Pineview Poulty Ltd., the other respondent, is
wholly owned by the aboriginal people of the Dene nation . These individuals
areeffectively forbiddenbytheregulatoryscheme fromevermakingalivelihood
in the production ofeggs, unless theychooseto move from their ancestral home
to aprovince wherethey can acquire aquota. This scheme makes it impossible,
under any circumstances, for eggs produced in the Northwest Territories to
cross provincial boundaries for sale in other provincial jurisdictions.

It needsto be acknowledged that the legislation in questionwas federal (not
provincial) legislation, and by way of analogy with U.S . dormant Commerce
Clause jurisprudence, one might argue that the federal government should be
free to adopt orsanctify restrictions oninterprovincial trade, on the grounds that
it ispolitically accountableto both "insiders"and"outsiders" . However, section
6 contains no special dispensations for federal as opposed to provincial
measures constraining personal mobility, so that it is not clear that the analogy
is apposite.

2)

	

Positive Economic Integration

The relevant question for this analysis of the economic union is to what
extent the federal government has authority to pursue positive economic
integration through the legislation and regulation of uniform standards and
national markets, principally pursuant to the two branches of the trade and
commerce power under section 91(2) of the Constitution (the regulation of
international and interprovincial trade, and the general regulation of trade
affecting the whole dominion) . Most ofthe early Supreme Courtcases focussed
on the firstbranch ofthe trade andcommercepower. The critical question inthis
contextisthat, giventhat the federal government has exclusivejurisdiction over
international and interprovincial trade and the provinces lack thatjurisdiction,
but that provinces have exclusive jurisdiction to regulate trade within a
province, to what extent can the federal government regulate intraprovincial
transactions aspartofits efforts toregulate international or interprovincialtrade
without intruding upon provincial jurisdiction over transactions within a
province?

The leading early cases addressing federal legislation under the regulation of
interprovincialandinternational tradebranch ofthetrade andcommercepowerare
The King v . Eastern Terminal Elevator Co.88 and Attorney-Generalfor British
Colombia v. Attorney-Generalfor Canada ("Natural Products Marketing-)89 In
Eastern Terminal, a majority of the Supreme Court struck down federal

88 [19251 S.C.R . 434.
89 [1936] S.C.R . 398, aff'd [19371A.C . 377 .
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legislation regulating the grain trade. At issue was aprovision, added in 1919,
stating that surpluses in grain elevators were to go to theWheatBoard to pay for
its costs, rather than accruing to the elevators. This provision was struck down
notwithstanding thatmost ofthe'grain was to be exported from the province. In
addressing the "lurking fallacy" in the argument proposed by the federal
government that the regulationofinterprovincial trade maycarry with it a need
to regulate local forms of trade, Duff J., for the court, stated:

Obviously that is notaprinciple the application ofwhich canberuledby percentages .
If it is,operative when the export trade is seventy percent of the whole, it mustbe
equallyoperativewhenthat percentage isonlythirty; andsuchaprinciple intruthmust
postulate authority in theDominion to assumetheregulationofalmostany trade inthe
country, provided it does soby settingup a scheme embracing the local, as well as the
externalandinterprovincialtrade; and regulation oftrade, according to the conception
of it which governs this legislation, includes the regulation in theprovinces of the
occupations ofthose engaged in the trade, andthe local establishments in which it is
carried on .90

InNaturalProductsMarketing, thePrivyCouncil struckdownfederalregulations
establishing anationalmarketingboardwiththepower tooverseethedistribution,
production, grading and classification ofnatural products whichwere shown to
have their principal market outside the province or that some part of the
production process occurred extraprovincially. Lord Atkin held that the entire
statute was invalid as it contained within its purview some transactions which
were completed entirely intraprovincially . Thesetwocases made clear that the
federal governmentdid nothave the constitutional authority undersection 91(2)
to regulate intraprovincial transactions notwithstanding the fact that such
regulations maybe necessarily incidental to the furtherance ofinterprovincial
orinternational trade. Thedegree to whichthe productregulatedwasultimately
consumed in extraprovincial markets was held to be irrelevant.

Inseveral cases theSupreme Courthas indicatedawillingness to reconsider
the extent to which federal legislation may impinge on provincial jurisdiction
over property and civil rights. In Re Ontario Farm Products Marketing Act,91
four of the eight presiding judges indicated by implication that federal power
would extend to sometransactions whichwere completed within aprovince.92
In Murphy v. C.P.R., 93 the Supreme Court upheld the validity of the federal
Canadian WheatBoardAct. Althoughin thatcase at issuewasaninterprovincial
transaction, inR. v. Klassen94 theManitobaCourtofAppeal upheld thevalidity
of the scheme with respect to purely local, intraprôvincial works, and leave to
appeal was refused by the Supreme Court.

90 Supra note 88 at 447-8.
91 [19571 S.C.R . 198.
92 Ibid. at 204, 209, 231.
93 [19581 S.C.R . 626.
94 (1959), 20 D.L.R . (2d) 406 (Man . C.A.) .
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InReAgricttlturalProdtictsMark-etingAct,95 thefederal marketinglegislation
constituting an interlocking federal-provincial egg marketing scheme was upheld.
The scheme, interalia, authorized the federal marketing agency to allocate federal
quotas on the basis of prior production, rather than prior trade flows, to purchase
and dispose of both interprovincial and intraprovincial surplus product, and to
impose levies on all producers, regardless of whether their products were
extraprovincially destined . The federal legislation was upheld, notwithstanding
thefact that 90 percentofall eggs producedin Canada wereconsumedwithin their
province of production. The Court gave considerable weight to the fact that the
scheme was agreedto by both the federal and all the provincial governments, and,
asPigeon J. held forthe majority, the Act was partof"asincere cooperative effort,"
and "it would really be unfortunate if this was all brought to nought"96

However, two cases which arose prior to the incorporation of the Charter
ofRights andFreedoms into the Canadian Constitution reinforced the position
that the federal government was incapable of regulating specific trades and
intraprovincial transactions for the purpose of strengthening the economic
union. InDominion Storesv. The Queen97 the Supreme Court struck down Part
I offederallegislation which provided for the establishment ofgrades and grade
names for agriculturalproducts . Part 11 of the act made it compulsory for goods
moving in interprovincial or international trade to use the federally regulated
grade names, while PartIofthe actprovidedthat ifthe federal gradenameswere
usedin intraprovincial trade, then the products wouldhave to comply with the
standards specified in the Act. The Court held that Part I of the Act was an
unconstitutional attempt to regulate local trade, though it is clear that federal
grade names could not serve their purpose of informing consumers as to the
quality of the graded products if intraprovincially traded goods could use the
grade names without adhering to the federal standards .

In Labatt Breweries v. A.-G. Canada9& the Supreme Court held federal
national product standards to be unconstitutional . At issue were the labelling
requirements in the federal Food and Drug Act for light beer . The Act itself
specified production and content requirements fordozens offood and beverage
products . Laskin C.J.C ., in dissent, stated that under the general regulation of
trade branch of section 91(2), Parliament, "should be able to fix standards that
are common toall manufacturers offoods, includingbeer, drugs, cosmetics, and
therapeutic devices, at least to equalize competitive advantages in the carrying
on ofbusinesses concerned with suchproducts ." 99 However, the majority ofthe
Court held that the legislation, rather than being concerned with the general
regulation of trade, was merely composed of many sections aimed at the
regulation ofparticular trades, which is ultra vires federal legislative authority.

95 Supra note 46 .
96

Ibid. at 1296 .
97 [1980] 1 S.C.R . 844.

98 [198011 S.C.R . 914.
99 Ibid. at 921 .
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Thus,on the whole, Privy Council andSupreme Court of Canadadecisions
prior to the introduction ofthe Charter were not conducive to the ability of the
federal governmentto pursuepositive economicintegrationthrough the creation
ofuniform national standards: TheSupremeCourt's rulinginEastem Terminal
strictly limited the scope ofthe federal trade andcommerce powerby denying
federal legislationthe ability to impinge, in a necessarily incidental manner, on
provincialjurisdictionover property and civilrights . Whilethe courthadshown
someinclination towards softening its original position, its rulings inDominion
StoresandLabattshowedacontinuedreluctancetoallow thefederal government
to pursue positive integration of the Canadian Economic Union through
nationally legislated standards, including "voluntary" standards perceivedby
the Court as subterfuge intended to evade the strictures of section 91(2).

However, two cases dealt with by the Court in the early 1990s, Morguard
Investments Ltd. v. De Savoyeloo and Hunt v. T&N PLC,1o1 significantly
expanded the scope of federal legislativejurisdiction to address matters which
affect the economic union and promote positive integration . In Morguard, at
issuewas the recognition givenbyprovincial courts tojudgments issued by the
courts of other provinces. Traditionally, the judgments of courts in other
provinces on private law matters have been treated as foreignjudgments. La
Forest J., for a unanimous court, heldthatthe intent oftheConstitution to create
asingle country, andby extension an economic union, implies that the courts
of one province must recognize the judgments ofthe courts of other provinces,
solongas the latter courts hadnotassumedjurisdictionarbitrarily orunreasonably.
According to La Forest J., a regime of mutual recognition' of judgments is
"inherent in a federation ."102

Additional obitercomments imply that the federal governmentmay, under
the Peace, Order, and Good Government provision of section 91 of the
Constitution, have jurisdiction to legislate on provincial, recognition of
extraprovincial judgments:

The integrating character of our constitutional arrangements as they - apply to
interprovincialmobility is suchthat somewriters have suggested thata "full faithand
credit" clause must be read into the Constitution and that the federal Parliament is,
under the "Peace, Order and Good Government" clause, empowered to legislate
respecting the recognition and enforcement ofjudgments throughout Canada . . .The
present case was not, however, argued on that basis, and I need not go that far . 103

While private lawhas historically fallen within exclusive provincialjurisdiction
pursuant to section 92(13) ofthe Constitution, LaForest J. strongly hinted thatthe
federal government may be able to use its residual power to constrain provincial
autonomy in an effort to ensure the mutual recognition ofjudgments, as they are
`inherent in a federation.' This suggestion is affirmed by La Forest J: in Hunt,

100 [199013 S.C.R . 1077 ; 76D.L.R . (4th) 256 [hereinafterMorguardcitedto D.L.R.].
101 [199314 S.C.R . 289; 109D.L.R. (4th) 16 [hereinafter Hunt cited to D.L.R .] .
102 Supra note 100 at 272.
103 Ibid.
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where, again writing for a unanimous court, he had the opportunity to expand on
his rulinginMorguard.AtissueinHuntwas a Quebec statute104 whichprohibited
" . . . the removal from the province ofdocuments of business concerns in Quebec
that are required pursuant to judicial processes outside the province." 105

In relating Morguard to the issue of the Canadian economic union, La
Forest J . stated that

It is inconceivable that in devising a scheme of union comprising a common market
stretching from sea to sea, the Fathers of Confederation would have contemplated a
situation where citizens would be effectively deprived ofaccess to the ordinary courts
intheir jurisdiction inrespectoftransactions flowingfromtheexistence ofthatcommon
market .Theresultanthighertransactiorurl costsforinterprovincialtransactions constitute
an infringement on the unity and efficiency of the Canadian marketplace, as well as
unfairness to the citizen . 106

La Forest J . found the constitutional considerations in Morguard to be
constitutional imperatives, and as such binding on legislatures as well as on
courts . 107 In discussing his ruling in Morguard, La Forest J . stated :

I noted in Morguard that a number of commentators had suggested that the federal
Parliament had power to legislate respecting the recognition and enforcement of
judgments, and in my view that suggestion is well founded. This issue is ultimately
related to the rights of the citizen, trade and commerce and other federal legislative
powers, including thatencompassedinthepeace, orderand goodgovernmentclause . 108

Of this statement, Robert Howse109 comments :
I do not think one could ever expect a clearer statement by the Court on the link
between theexpandedscope ofthe federal government's general powers andthe need
forharmonization of provincial laws to secure the Canadian economic union . I 10

The Court's ruling may, in the long run, have the potential to facilitate positive
economic integration within the Canadian Economic Union . In the European
Union,beginning with the Cassis deDijon case,I I t issues similar to those raised
in Morguard and Hunt ultimately led to positive integration in Europe through
mutual recognition arrangements combined with regulatory criteria as a basis
for recognition . 112 One commentator has even gone so far as to claim that,

. . . Morguardand Huntought to be relied upon in support of a general constitutional
doctrine that a province is required to recognize other provincial standards unless it
can demonstrate good grounds not to do so . Absent such grounds, a failure to

104 The Québec Business Concerns Records Act, R.S.Q., c. D-12 .
105 Supra note 101 at 26 .
106 Ibid. at 45 .
107 Ibid. at 40.
108 Ibid. at 42.
109 Supra note 83 .
110 Ibid. at 12 .
111 REWE-Zentral AG v. Bundesmonopolverwaltung fur Branntwein (`Cassis de

Dijon'), C120/78, [19791 E.C.R. 649 .
112 Seediscussionsupraandsee,e.g.,D.Vogel,TradingUp:ConsumerandEnvironmemal

Regulation in a Global Economy (Cambridge, Mass . : Harvard University Press, 1995) at ch. 2 .
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recognize extraprovincial standards should be considered anunconstitutional barrier
to interprovincial trade. 113

While this interpretation appears consistent with the constitutional imperatives
identified in Morguard andHunt, it is not yet clearwhether the court will adopt
such a view and extend these imperatives to the positive integration of
regulatory standards. Patrick Monahan,114 however, comments that, "in Hunt,
Mr. Justice La Forest effectively recognizes that Parliament may, pursuant to
thePOGG power, enact legislationproviding forthe free movement ofpersons
or for the enhancement of the economic union."115

As discussedabove, both CrownZellerbach116 andGeneralMotorsl17

have also significantly expanded the legislative authority of the federal
government to address issues of national concern, including promoting a
more integrated economic union by means of the national concernbranch
of P.O.&G.G. and the trade and commerce power, respectively . The
Supreme Court, in Crown Zellerbach, found in a 4-3 decision that federal
legislationl 18 whichregulated the dumping of substances inmarine waters,
including intraprovincial marine waters, was intra vires Parliament's
legislative jurisdiction as a single matter of national concern, pursuant to
the national concernbranch ofthe federal P.O.&G.G . power. While matters
directly relatedto the economic unionwere not directly addressedin Crown
Zellerbach, the court's interpretation of the national concern doctrine has
significant potential to expand the scope of federal legislative authority to
deal with matters affecting the economic union. LeDain J., for the majority,
commented that:

[for] a matter to qualify as a matter of national concern . . . it must have a singleness,
distinctiveness, andindivisibility that clearlydistinguishes it frommatters ofprovincial
concern and a scale of impact on provincial jurisdiction that is reconcilable with the
fundamental distribution of legislative power under the Constitution.119

In addition, as discussed above, LeDain J.'s emphasis on viewing provincial
inability as effective inability rather than constitutional incapacity, going so far
as to regard provincial failure to co-operate as provincial inability, may
significantly expand the national concern doctrine insofar as it affects the
economic union.

In General Motors, the Court recharacterized federal competitionpolicy as
amatter falling under the general trade andcommerce branch of section 91(2).

113 G. Vegh, "The Characterization of Barriers to Interprovincial Trade Under the
Canadian Constitution" (1996), 34 Osg. Hall L. J. 355 at 399.

114 Supra note 15 .
Ibid. at 245.
Supra note 11 .
Supra note 16 .
Ocean Control Dumping Act, S.C . 1974-75-76, c. 55 .
Supra note 11 at 432.

115

116
117

118

119
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Atissuein thecasewas section 31 .1 ofthe CombinesInvestigationsActl 2O (now
section 36 of the Competition Act 1986), which created a civil cause of action
for certain infractions of the Act . As noted above, Dickson C.J.C ., writing for
a unanimous court, elaborated five indicia to be used in determining whether a
federal regulatory scheme is valid as a general regulation of trade affecting the
whole dominion.121

The fourth and fifth criteria (provincial incapacity and the effects on other
provinces of one province's failure to cooperate, respectively) appear closely
analogous to the provincial inability test outlined in Crown Zellerbach . Dickson
C.J.C . commented that "competition cannot be effectively regulated unless it is
regulatednationally ." 122 MonahanhasnotedthatDicksonC.J.C.,inapplying thefinal
twoindicia, focussedontheneedto ensurethatthe federallawwas effective,ratherthan
focussmgonwhetheraparticularmattercouldberegulatedpiecemealbytheprovmces . 123
This appears tohave significant implications foreconomic unionissues, as determining
whether federal regulation falls within section 91(2) requires the court to determine
whetherthepurposeofthefederallegislationcanbeachievedmtheabsenceofprovincial
co-operation, rather than whethertheprovinces areconstitutionally capableofenacting
necessary aspects ofthe regulations.

What, then, are the implications of Crown Zellerbach and GeneralMotors
for the Canadian economic union? Howse comments that :

[b]oth Crown Zellerbach and General Motors clearly afford the federal government
some scope to sustain constitutionally harmonizing regulation thatimpinges on areas
ofprovincialjurisdiction, whether in consumerprotection, environment, orfinancial
services . 124

According to Monahan, the General Motors test, "would appear to establish a
strong constitutional basis for the establishment of a national securities
commission."125 He notes that federal securitiesregulation would clearly pass
thefirsttwocriteriaestablished in GeneralMotors, and thatsecurities regulation
is concerned with the capitalraising function ofthe securities market ingeneral
ratherthan anyparticular trade (although it would, admittedly, involveregulation
of securities firms) . It has often been argued that a uniform national securities
regime is desirable in an increasingly international market for securities, and
that federal regulation would be ineffective if restricted to interprovincial and
international securities transactions .

120 R.S.C . 1970, c . C-23 .
121 Supra note 16 at 661-2.
122 Ibid. at 680 .
123 Supra note 15 at 263 .
124 Supra note 83 at 12 [emphasis added] .
125 Supra note 15 at 263-4.
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Conclusion

David Beatty126 argues persuasively that the Supreme Court has shown
increasingsophistication andadeptness indivision ofpower cases inbalancing the
co-equal political autonomy of national and provincial levels of governments
necessarily implicitin a federal system. According to Beatty, the Court has done
this by implicitly drawing on notions of proportionality in evaluating policy
objectives of challenged legislation orregulatory action interms of respecting the
politicalautonomyofbothlevelsofgovernmentinareasofoverlappingjurisdictions,
while applying notions ofrationality (least drastic means orminimal impairment)
to choices of policy instruments to vindicate legitimate, policy objectives that
incidentally entail incursions into the constitutionaljurisdiction of other levels of
government . Thisisperhaps mostevidentin therecentpositiveintegrationcaselaw
relating to permissiblespheres offederal government action . Perhaps surprisingly,
itis less evident in the negative integration case law (as exemplifiedby the recent
decision ofthe Supreme Court in CanadianEgg), given thatnegative integration
is conventionally regarded as the more modest and more readily realized form of
economic integration than positive integration. The Court's negative integration
case-law seems muchmoreequivocal, contradictory, and lesswell-developedthan
the counter-part body of U.S . Supreme Court Dormant Commerce Clause
jurisprudence (recognizing that the latter presents some of its own set of
inconsistencies) or for that matter with the National Treatment jurisprudence
developed under the GATT/WT®. Even the recentpositive integration case-law,
including the sçope'of the federal government's external treaty-malting powers,
while signalling a willingness on the part ofthe Court tore-evaluate the legitimate
scope offederal initiatives ofthis kind, leaves open manyunresolveduncertaintias
to the permissible scope of federal action and is again much less well-developed
thanU.S.positivetradeandcommercepowerjurisprudence.However,recognizing
the delicate balance that must be maintained between federal and provincial
political autonomy in the Canadian federal system (more delicate in important
respects than in the U.S . federal system), one can recognize virtues in judicial
incrementalism, or as Cass Sunstein has recentlyput it "one case at a time"127 , or
as Charles Lindblom puts it, "the Science ofMuddling Through ."128

IV . The Agreement on Internal Trade

The Agreement on Internal Trade (AIT) was signed by all ten provinces, the
federal government and the two territories of Canada on July 18, 1994, and
officially toôkéffect almost one year later on July 1, 1995. The principal goal

126
.D . Beatty, Constitutional Law in Theory and Practice, chap . 2 (Division of

Powers), (University of TorontoPress, 1995) .
127 C. Sunstein, One Case at a Time: JudicialMinimalism on the Supreme Court,

(Hare . University Press, 1999) .
128 C. Lindblom, "The Science ofMuddling Through," (1959) 19Pub. Admin.Rev .

79 .
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of the AIT is articulated in Article 100 of the agreement: "It is the objective of
the Parties to reduce and eliminate, to the extent possible, barriers to the free
movement of persons, goods, services and investments within Canada and to
establish an open, efficient and stable domestic market." The objective of the
AIT is an important one in light of the significant (albeit not overwhelming)
estimated welfare costs of interprovincial barriers to trade . In effect, the AIT
representedaninstitutional by-passing ofthe existing constitutional andjudicial
frameworkfor protecting theCanadianEconomic Union. Although the AIThas
not dejure displaced the courts in matters concerning the economic union, its
aspiration is to provide a more accessible and effective forum in which
interprovincial trade disputes - especially those that have heretofore been
deemed to fall outside constitutional constraints -can be resolved . Five years
fromthe implementation oftheAIT, twobasic andrelatedquestionshave arisen
regarding the Agreement and the Canadian Economic Union. To what extent
has the AIT met its objective of reducing interprovincial barriers to trade,
thereby creating amore open, efficient and stable domestic market; and, how
well can we expect it to do in the future?

The discussion is organized in five parts. First, it briefly reviews the
attempts to constitutionally entrench the freemobility ofgoods, services, labour
and capital that led to the genesis of the AIT. Second, it provides a brief
overview of the content of the Agreement in terms of negative and positive
integration. Third, it provides a description of the institutional framework ofthe
AIT including a briefdescription ofthe main features of the dispute resolution
process. Fourth, it discusses the record of the AIT in resolving actual trade
disputes over its first five years. Finally and most importantly, it evaluates how
well the AIThas performed its stated objective ofreducing barriers to internal
trade andhow effective we can expect the Agreement to be in the future .

a)

	

The Genesis ofthe AITthrough Constitutional Initiatives

As noted above, section 121 of the Constitution Act129 states that: "All
articles ofthe growth, produce or manufacture of any oneofthe provinces shall,
from and after the Union, be admitted free into each of the other Provinces."
Section 121 has been understood by the Supreme Court ofCanada 130 to have
constitutionally entrenched the free mobility of goods within the country
without hindrance from tariffs or similar explicit protectionist measures .
Although the freedom of goods from tariffs is indubitably a necessary element
of a strong economic union, the Constitution Act leaves much to be desired
because the guarantee of the free mobility of goods is not a sufficient condition
for a strong economic union. A cohesive, seamless and efficient economic
union requires the unambiguous establishment of four fundamental economic
freedoms - the free mobility of goods, services, labour and capital.

129 Constitution Act, 1982, being Schedule B to the CanadaAct 1982 (U.K.), 1982,
c. 11 [hereinafter, Constitution Act] .

130 See, for example, Gold Seal, supra note 55 and Murphy, supra note 59 .
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TheontologicalrationaleoftheCanadianAITisinterestingfromacomparative
law perspective . To observers from other federal countries including the United
States, Australiaand Germany, the AIT mustprimafacie appear tobean example
ofsuperfluouspoliticking or simply anoverly rigorous mechanism fordeveloping
an economic union . The guarantee of economic . union in the United States,
Australia and virtually every other federation hasbeen explicitly recognized inthe
constitution orhas beendefacto accomplished through the constitutional division
of powers . For example, an agreement similar to the AIT is patently unnecessary
in the United States because of the existence and operation of the dormant
Commerce Clause, and the expansive view taken by the courts of the affirmative
scope ofthe federal government's trade andcommercepower. Under the dormant
Commerce Clause, any State legislation orregulation thathas the effect ofunduly
interfering withinterstatetrade is unconstitutional. Similarly, Australiahas no need
for an internal trade agreement, largely because all ofthe functions ofthe AIT are
implicit in the division of . powers between the Australian provinces and the
Australian federal government. According to William Rich, "In the context of
limiting state economicregulation the Supreme Courtholds toits positionthat the
[United States] Constitution implies a prohibition against protectionist
discrimination. Australia uses the same test, the HighCourtnoting that even laws
with general application may be ruledunconstitutional ifthey have aprotectionist
character ." 131 The constitutional arrangements initially adopted by Canada (as
interpretedbytheJudicial Committeeofthe Privy CouncilandtheSupreme Court)
didnotfacilitatethefullattainmentoftrue economicunion . Because ofthisfailure,
several attempts have been made to strengthen the constitutional foundations of
Canada's economic union . Althoughnone,ofthese initiatives eventually proved to
be successful, they didultimately leadto the negotiation and adoption ofthe AIT .

The first attemptto secure constitutionally the guarantee ofafull economic
union occurred during the reform deliberations prior to the patriation of the
Constitution by the Constitution Act in 1982 . At this point, there was already an
awareness among policy makers that economic mobility within Canada was
incomplete and was imposing significant welfare costs onmany ofthe nation's
businesses andresidents . 132 Duringthese discussions analternative, strengthened
reformulation,of section 121 was proposed by the federal government. The
proposedreformulation ofsection 121 wouldhave extendedthe reachofsection
121 to the full mobility ofgoods, services, labour andcapitalfrom the guarantee
ofthefreemovement ofgoodswithouthindrance from tariffs orlike restrictions .

131 W. Rich, "Constitutional Law in the United States and Australia: Finding
Common Ground" (1995) 35 Wash . L.J. 1 at 9 .

132 This awareness was largely the result ofseveral important studies that indicated
the extent thatbarriers to internal trade werecompromising-the Canadianeconomicunion.
See, for example, J. Chrétien, Securing the Canadian Economic Union in the Constitution
(Ottawa : Supply and Services Canada, 1980) ; A.E. Safarian, Canadian Federalism and
Economic Integration (Ottawa : Privy Council Office, 1974) and A.E . Safarian, Ten
Markets or One? Regional Barriers to EconomicActivity in Canada (Toronto : Ontario
Economic Council, 1980).
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However, the proposed amendment to section 121 was soundly rejected with
nine of the ten provinces refusing to endorse the reformulated section 121 on
the grounds that it added considerably to the powers of the federal government
while commensurably eroding the constitutional powers of the provinces . 133
One aspect of further economic freedom did make its way into the patriation
and amendmentprocess of 1982 . Aguarantee ofpersonal mobility and the right
to gain a livelihood anywhere in Canada was added to the Constitution Act by
virtue of section 6 of the Charter ofRights andFreedoms . Thus, in 1982, the
economic mobility oflabour was added to the partial constitutional guarantee
of the free mobility of goods within Canada .

The Charlottetown Accord of 1992 gave Canadians another opportunity to
guarantee constitutionally the full economic freedom of goods, services,
labour and capital within Canada. In a study paper entitled Shaping Canada's
Future Together, 134 the federal government again proposed an amended
section121, quite similar to the one that was proposed (and subsequently
abandoned) at the Constitutional Conference of 1980. The newly proposed
section 121 guaranteedthe negativeeconomic integration ofCanadian markets
by making any artificial economic barriers to goods, services, labour and
capital unconstitutional . However, the proposed section 121 did not contain
any assurance of "positive integration" - that is, the proactive harmonization
of provincial policies and standards in the pursuit of reduced interprovincial
frictions in the flow of economic factors of production and final goods and
services . The federal governmentrecommendeditbe accountableforinitiatives
related topositive integration. Consequently, the federal government proposed
another amendment to the Constitution Act - known as section 91A - that
would have given the federal government the power to legislate the
harmonization of standards or take any other legislative measure designed to
increase the efficiency ofthe operation of the economic union. Aproviso was
attached to this proposal that the federal government could only implement
legislation under the proposed section 91A with the support of at least seven
provinces thatrepresented at least 50 percent of the population (the seven-and-
fifty rule).

The federal proposals with regard to the economic union, among others,
were considered by the Dobbie-Beaudoin Committee (a joint, all-party
committee of the House of Commons and the Senate) during public hearings
across the country that were designed to gauge public opinion and allow input
from citizens on the constitutional amendment process. In its subsequent
report, the Dobbie-Beaudoin Committee recommended that a weakened

133 Forthe text ofthe federallyproposed reformulation ofsection 121 and anaccount
of its rejection, see R. House, Economic Union, Social Justice and Constitutional Reform .
Towardsa HighbutLevelPlaying Field(North York, Ontario: York University Centre for
Public Law and Public Policy, 1992) at 61-72 .

134 Canada,Privy Council,Shaping Canada's Future Together. Proposals (Ottawa:
Minister of Supply and Services Canada, 1991).
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version135 ofthe proposed section 121 be included, but that no section91Abe
incorporated into the amendments proposed in the Charlottetown Accord. The
impact of this recommendation was that negative integration initiative was
encouraged, but that the initiative to positively integrate the economic union
was not. Ultimately, the Charlottetown Accord did not include either a
weakened section 121 or the proposed section 91A, largely as a result of
criticisms that a weakconstitutional entrenchment wouldbemore damaging to
the economic union than no amendment at all .

Although the Charlottetown Accord wassoundly defeated by referendum
on October 26, 1992, it did propose a "political accord" that informally
survived the referendum rejection and set much of the groundwork for the
subsequent AIT negotiations . The discussions that grew out of this political
accord were begunin earnestinMarch 1993bythe thenMinisterofInternational
Trade, Michael Wilson, with the goal of negotiating a non-constitutional
agreement regarding the increased facilitation ofinternal trade. At thattime, a
deadline ofJune30,1994 was setfor the successful completionofdeliberations.
Out ofthesenegotiations, the AIT was concluded.

b)

	

The Content and Integrative Potential of the AIT

TheAIT is a very complex agreement because it balances the interests of
thirteen separate governments and is the product of separately negotiated
chapters on a broad range of trade areas. As evidence of this complexity the
most . recent consolidation of the Agreement prepared by the Internal Trade
Secretariat is 252 pages long.136 The Agreement's specific provisions cover
procurementpractices,investment, labourmobility, consumer-related measures
and standards, agricultural and food goods, alcoholic beverages, natural
resources processing, energy (not yet incorporated), communications,
transportation, and environmental protection. The provisions of each of these
chapters to the Agreement can be conceived of as being on a continuum
between requiring partial negative integration (i.e . the reduction in explicit
barriers to trade) and requiring proactive positive integration (i.e . the
harmonization of regulatory standards) .

The Agreement's procurement practices provisions emphasize negative
integration through Article 504 by prohibiting various procurement practices
that explicitly or implicitly discriminate between suppliers in different parts of

135 This weakened version of section 121 would have retained many permissible
areas in which trade barriers could escape scrutiny . For instance, legislation regarding,
interalia, regional development, public security, safety orhealth, consumer protection,the
protection of the environment, and strangely, the establishment and maintenance of
monopolies all wouldhave been exempt . For the text ofthis weakened version of section
121 proposed by the Dobbie-Beaudoin Committee, see Trebilcock & Behboodi, "The
CanadianAgreement on Internal Trade: Retrospect andProspects", supra note 34 at 29-30.

136 See Internal Trade Secretariat, A Consolidation ofthe Agreement on Internal
Trade (July 1999), online : <http://www .intrasec.mb.ca/pdf/consol-el .pdf> .
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the country. Because ofthe discrete, contractual nature ofprocurement and the
wide array ofpublic bodies covered by the Agreement, there would likely be
little or no value associated with reconciling the procurement practices of the
provinces and the federal government . It isno surprise, then, thatthe Agreement
does not demandpositive integrationin procurement practices. The investment
chapteralsoemphasizes negative integration, butinaddition prescribes positive
integration through the harmonization of corporate registration and reporting
requirements under Article 606 and Annex 606. Thelabour mobility chapter
also incorporates both negative and positive integration initiatives. Negative
integration with regard to labour mobility is encouraged by the proscription of
residency requirementsbyArticle 706 for employment, licensing, certification
or eligibility for occupational status . Positive integration in labour mobility is
incorporated into the Agreement under Articles 707 and 708, which calls for
themutual recognition of occupational standards of otherjurisdictions and the
reconciliation of differences in standards. The Agreement's treatment of
consumer-related measures and standards contains both negative and positive
integration aspects . Negative integration is encouraged by Articles 805 and
806, which mandate that all license, registration and certification fees be
equalized between all applicants (although fees may differ ifthey are based on
underlying costdifferences), and that residency cannot be made a condition for
licensing, registering orcertification . Article 807 entails positive integrationin
that it requires the harmonization and reconciliation ofconsumer-relmeasures
andstandards to "ahighand effectivelevel ofconsumerprotection ." Agricultural
and food goods are subjectonlytonegative integrationprovisions . Articles 904
and 905 call for the reduction of current barriers and a prohibition on the
erection of explicit or implicit trade barriers . The alcoholic beverages chapter
contains measures related to both positive and negative integration . Articles
1004 and 1005 call for non-differential treatment of alcoholic beverages from
all areas ofthe country. Article 1007 promotes positive integration through the
reconciliation and harmonization of labelling and packaging regulations. The
provisions covering natural resources processing are intended to promote both
negativeandpositive integration . Article 1103 allows anyparty to the Agreement
to initiate consultations with any other party to discuss any barrier to the.trade
in natural resources processing and negotiate for the removal ofsuch barriers .
Article 1105 explicitly demands the reconciliation of measures that have an
impact on the interprovincial trade in natural resources processing . The energy
chapter was left blank in the original Agreement and has not yet completed.
According to Daniel Schwanen, the chapter "has apparently been drafted, but
disagreement over allowing exceptions to the non-discrimination rule for the
purposeofregional developmentis holding up its adoption."I37 Theprovisions
of the communications chapter primarily entail negative integration. Under
Article 1302 no province is allowed to discriminate in allowing parties to
access and use public telecommunications networks . Article 1304 requires that
all monopolies supported or maintained by any party to the Agreement not

137 D. Schwanen, "Happy Birthday, AIT!" (July 2000) Policy Options 51 at 52 .
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engage in conduct that is anti-competitive in a way that affects detrimentally
anotherparty. The transportation chapteris the one inwhichthe greatest degree
of positive integration is required of the parties to the Agreement. Articles
1402, 1406, 1407 and 1408 make clear that the objective in the transportation
sector is fullharmonization and the reconciliation ofall regional differences in
policies, standards and regulations and the elimination of all explicit barriers
to interprovincial transportation. The final sector specific chapter deals with
environmentalprotection . The environmental protectionprovisionshave aspects
ofboth negative and positive integration . For instance, negative integration is
furthered by Article 1505(7), which states clearly that any environmentally
motivated regulation must not be more trade restrictive than is necessary to
meet the environmental objective . Positive integration is supportedby Article
1508, which demands the harmonization of any environmental measures that
may directly affect interprovincial mobility and trade.

Someofthechapters, suchasthose onprocurement practices andagricultural
andfood goods, concentrate on negative integration . Other chapters, such as
those on transportation and consumer protection, call for a high degree of
standardization and positive integration of policies and standards nationwide .
All else the same, it has been and will be much easier for negative integration
tooccurthan positiveintegration . Negativeintegrationrequires theindependent
dismantling oftrade barriers by eachparty to the Agreement, whereas positive
integration will require proactive and constructive commitments. There are
two ways in which positive integration canoccur. First, the provinces canreach
unanimous agreement in each of the areas in which positive integration is
prescribed and proceed based on the consensus reached. Second, the federal
government, perhaps under the authority of the trade and commerce power,
secdon9l(2), couldaskforsubmissions fromeach oftheprovincialgovernments
andunilaterally legislatetheharmonization ofstandards.Unfortunately, positive
integration has thus far proven to be a slow moving process. Given the
difficulty of achieving, agreement among ten provinces, the more effective
route for achieving harmonization may be through federal leadership and
unifying federal legislation (assuming it has constitutional jurisdiction, as
discussed inPart III ofthis paper) . Acredible threat of unilateral federal action
may have been part of the initial impetus for the negotiation of the AIT and it
may yet prove aspur to ongoing cooperation among the provinces under the
AIT.

c)

	

The Institutional Features ofthe AIT

TheAIT negotiations resembled those leading up to theGATT/WTO and
NAFTA in two primary ways . First, the negotiations were highly complex,
involved many different policy areas, and tradeoffs between governments
often occurred across several policy areas. Second, the negotiating governments
tended to act as completely sovereign parties even though all of the governments
are part of Canada. Advocates of wide provincial .jurisdiction and autonomy
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applauded this aspect ofthe negotiations . For instance, the Quebec premier at the
time, Pierre-Marc Johnson, remarked thatthe negotiation oftheAITwas a"perfect
illustration ofhow federalism should work."138 Not surprisingly given these two
features of the negotiations, the institutional structure and dispute resolution
mechanismthatresultedfrom the AITnegotiations are remarkably similartothose
ofthe WTO and NAFTA Agreements.139

The AIT makes provision for three institutional bodies . The first and most
important of these is the Committee on Internal Trade (CIT), established by
Article 1600 of the Agreement . The CIT is composed of cabinet level
representatives from each ofthefederal, provincial, and territorial signatory 140
governments . Its functions include facilitating the implementation of the AIT,
reaching full consensus on decisions and recommendations with respect to the
ongoing operation of the AIT and determining the practices and procedures by
which the Committee itself will operate . The CIT is also responsible for
preparing an annual report on the operation and functionality of the AIT. The
CIT makes decisions on a unanimity basis. The second of the institutional
bodies, constituted by Article 1602 ofthe AIT, is known as the Working Group
on Adjustment(WGA). TheWGAhas responsibility forreportingontheeffects
ofthe AIT on each province each fiscalyearand makes recommendations to the
CIT regarding ways in which parties can further adjustpolicies and procedures
to betteraccommodate the effects ofthe AIT . It is envisionedthat theWGA will
not be needed beyond April, 2006, at which point it will be disbanded. The last
ofthe institutional bodies established by the AIT in Article 1603 is the Internal
Trade Secretariat (ITS) . The Secretariat is centred in Winnipeg and was
established to provide administrative and operational support to the ongoing
functions of the CIT.

More important thanthespecific institutional arrangements that support the
Agreement is the dispute resolution mechanism that the AIT incorporates . The
dispute resolution scheme of the AIT has six stages . The first stage of any
potential trade dispute must include an attempt to settle the complaint through
an informal dispute resolution and avoidance procedure . The precise nature of
this first stage is in part dependent upon the particular chapter ofthe AIT under
which the dispute has arisen. The second stage ofthe dispute resolution process
involves consultations . This is the first ,general dispute resolution stage . The
parties may request either direct consultations between themselves or trigger
more formal dispute resolution procedures . The third stage invokes the first

138 Quoted in G.B . Doern and M. MacDonald, Free-Trade Federalism :
Negotiating the Canadian Agreement on Internal Trade (Toronto : University of
Toronto Press, 1999) at 26 .

139 For a comparison of the AIT with the NAFTA and WTO agreements, see E.W .
Clendenning & R.J. Clendenning, "A Comparative Study ofthe Structure, General Rules,
Dispute Settlement Mechanisms and Sectoral Provisions of the Agreement on Internal
Trade (AIT) with those of the NAFTA and WTO Agreements" (March 1999) Industry
Canada, online : <http ://strategis.ic.gc.ca/SSG/SSG/i100038e.html>.

140 Note that as of July 2000, Nunavut has not yet become a signatory to the AIT .
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direct involvement by the CIT in the dispute. At this point the CIT "must
convene to assist the Parties, through seeking technical advice, establishing
working groups, facilitating the use ofconciliation, mediation and other dispute
resolutionmechanisms, andmaking recommendatiolïs."141 Ifthis third stage is
unsuccessful in yielding aresolution to the dispute, a requestfor a panel canbe
madeby either party. An AITpanel is composed offivemembers, two ofwhom
are appointed from the rosterofpanelistsby each party (with thestipulation that
the two members of the roster appointed by each party to the dispute at hand
were not named initially to the roster by the naming party) . Within ten days of
their appointment, the four panelists select a fifth member from the roster to
serve as'the panel chairperson. At the fifth stage hearings are conductedby the
panel, and within 45 days from the conclusion of the hearings the panel must
present their findings to the CIT as to whether or not the impugned policy or
conductisinconsistentwith the AIT, andifnecessary, themeasures recommended
to bring the party's conduct into conformance with the AIT. The sixth stage
involves the implementation of the panel's decision . Within 60 days of the
panel's report, the parties must arrive at a mutually agreeable resolution to the
dispute. If this does not occur, then the Secretariat will make the panel report
public and will add the dispute to the agenda of the next meeting ofthe CIT. If
after one year the panel's decision has still not been implemented, then the
deprivation ofbenefits or retaliatory measures (only as approvedby the CIT) of
equal consequence may be taken by the non-offending party against the
offending party until the dispute has been resolved .

This dispute resolution mechanism is peculiar in at least one respect from
an international perspective -that is, as compared to the those of GATTIWTO
and NAFTA - in that an individual person or business may, under certain
circumstances, proceed as complainant against a government that is party to the
agreementwithout the explicit support of any ofthe governmental parties to the
agreement. A person or business must first petition a government with which
they have a "substantial and direct connection" to initiate proceedings.on their
behalf . Within 30 days the government must decide whether or not it will
actually initiate proceedings on behalf of the petitioner . If the government
decides nottoproceed withacomplaintonbehalfofthepetitioner, thepetitioner
may make a further appeal for the consideration of the complaint by an
independent third-party screener previously appointed by the petitioned
government. If the independent screener decides that the complaint is not
frivolous, thenthe person or business may themselves commence proceedings
against the allegedly offending party. At this point, the remaining stages of the
dispute resolution processare the same as they wouldbe ifthe complainantwas
agovernment . Thetwomainremaining differences arethat an individualperson
or business cannot take retaliatory action against a governmentand that a panel
may award a successful individual person or business the costs of engaging in
the proceedings (within prescribed limits).

141 Clendenning &Clendenning, supra note 139 at4.
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In the five years since the AIT first came into effect, the dispute settlement
mechanism has been initiated 84 times - with a relatively constant complaint
load per year.142 Thus far, 78 of these disputes have been resolved . The vast
majority (62) of these complaints have involved procurement - 57 were
complaints related to provincial and 5 to federal government procurement
practices . The remaining complaints consisted of 14 in regard to labour
mobility, fourregarding agricultural issues, one with respect to investment, one
with regard to environmental protection, and two with respect to alcoholic
beverages . According to the Internal Trade Secretariat, the average time from
the initiation of the dispute resolution procedure to disposition for these 84
complaints has been 4.7 months . The trend in the time to disposition has been
decreasing steadily since the implementation ofthe AIT. In the first year ofthe
AIT, the average time to disposition ofthe 16 disputes initiated was 6.1 months .
In the mostrecent 1999/2000 year, the time to disposition was nearly halved to
a relatively expeditious 3.6 Months.143

Notably, only two ofthe 78 disputes that have been settled so far have been
resolved by panel decisions . The other 76 were settled at an earlier stage of the
dispute settlement mechanism . This is a promising result for two main reasons .
First, negotiated settlements are usually superior forboth the complainant and the
defendant because they can arrive at a tailor-made remedy that may suit each of
their needs better than even the most well-informed panel decision could hope to
do. In addition, it indicates that the AIT dispute resolution process is considered to
be fair, legitimate and conclusive by the participants . If it were otherwise, parties
would simply engage in whatevertypeofprotectionist behaviour they wanted and
disregard the dispute settlement process . That parties are not inclined to simply
ignore the AIT dispute settlementprocess is encouraging.144

142 The 1996-97 yearwitnessed thelowest numberofinitiated disputeswith only 12.
The most active year thus far has been the 1998-99 year, when the dispute settlement
mechanism was initiated a total of22 times . For a summary ofthe AITdispute settlement
mechanism statistics, see Internal Trade Secretariat, "Number and Status of Complaints
Since Coming-Into-Force" (April 6, 2000), online : at <http://www.intrasec .mb.ca/eng/
tablesum.htm> .

143 Note that the decrease in the average time to disposition is biased downward for
the last three years, so that the actual drop in time to disposition has been overstated . The
root ofthis bias is that there are still six disputes outstanding that are still "on the clock"
that will increase the averages forthe last three years when they are resolved. There is one
outstanding dispute from 1997-98, two from 1998-99 and three outstanding disputes from
the 1999-2000 year.

144 For early discussions regarding potential concerns about the fact that panel
decisions are not enforceable in court because of the political nature of the AIT, see R .
Howse,Securing the CanadianEconomic Union: Legal and Constitutional Optionsforthe
Federal Government(Toronto: C.D . Howe Institute, 1996) & K . Swinton, "Law, Politics,
and theEnforcementofthe AgreementonInternal Trade" inGettingThere: AnAssessment
oftheAgreementonInternal Trade, Trebilcock and Schwanen, eds ., (Toronto: C.D. Howe
Institute, 1995) 196 .
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Of the twopanel decisions so far concluded, the most recent panel report,
released on January 18, 2000, held that Prince Edward Island could not attach
a restrictive provision to a license for the distribution of milk products to the
effect that the licensee could not import milk products from Nova Scotia to
Prince Edward Island .145 This case was a relatively straightforward one
doctrinally, since the Prince Edward Island governmentdidnot make anyclaim
that the dairy products imported from Nova Scotia posed any health, safety or
consumer protection concerns, admitted that the regulation hada protectionist
character, and did not allege that the impugned regulation was made in the
pursuit of anyof the legitimate objectives identified by the AIT.

The dispute adjudicated by the first panel, on the other hand, raised more
complex issues . The panel's report, released on June 12, 1998, held that the
federal government could not prohibit the interprovincial trade in the fuel
additiveMMTbasedonhealth,environmental andconsumer protectionconcerns,
largely because, in the opinion of the panel, means of achieving the same
objective were available that did not impact as adversely on trade as the means
selectedby the federalgovernment . Theimpugned Act in the disputeprohibited
the importation or interprovincial trade of MMT, allegedly on the basis that
MMThad the potential to interfere with the operation of on-board diagnostic
equipment in automobiles (the consumer protection aspect) and increase smog
in urban areas (the health and environmental protection aspects) . The panel
concluded that establishing tradeable permits for MMT, introducing higher
taxes on MMT, or directly regulating MMTunder section 46 of the Canadian
Environmental Protection Act would have been as effective as the initiative
taken, were reasonably available and would not have had,such deleterious
effects on trade as the implemented Act. Thepanel articulated its views on the
role of the AIT in the dispute as follows: "Not all measures that eliminateMMTare
equally traderestrictive . The intention ofthe[AMistolimittheuse oftraderestrictions
toachieveotherobjectives,rather than[limitthepursuitof]theobjectivesthemselves." 146
In the US, in the context of the dormant Commerce Clause and especially in
international dispute settlementbytheGATT/WTO,concernshave arisenregarding
the legitimacy of this kind ofoversightexercised by quasijudicial bodies .

In arecentpaper, TrebilcockandSoloway argue thattheWTODisputeSettlement
Body should assumeadeferential stance towardprofessedlegitnnate consumer, health
and environmental protection measures adopted by member countries even where
these measures have an adverse impact on trade . 147 In essence, they argue that

145 Report ofthe Article 1704Panel Concerning aDisputebetweenNova Scotia and
Prince Edward Island Regarding Amendments to The Dairy Industry Act Regulations,
Internal Trade Secretariat, File No . 98/99-9-FCD-PEI-P031 .

146 Report of the Article 1704 Panel Concerning a Dispute Between Alberta and
Canada Regarding the Manganese-Based FuelAdditives Act, Internal Trade Secretariat,
File No . 97/98-15-MMT-P058 at 10 .

147 M.J . Trebilcock &J. Soloway, "International Trade Policy and Domestic Food
Safety Regulation: The Case for Substantial Deference by theWTO Dispute Settlement
Body Underthe SPS Agreement" (Working Paper, University ofToronto,Faculty ofLaw,
Septembert 2000).
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the WTO oversteps the bounds of its technical and political legitimacy when it
makes decisions regarding the proper scope of legislation that is enacted in
reaction to a perceived threat to the health of its citizens, the environment or
consumer protection, but has an adverse impact on trade . Only when there is a
legislative alternative that is less trade restrictive and is at least as effective as
the impugned legislation in meeting the environmental, health or consumer
protection objective, should the WTO find that the measures taken are in
violation of the WTO agreement .

A strict reading of the AIT reveals that by virtue of Article 404, the
Agreement explicitly adopts almost precisely this stance with regard to the
pursuit of legitimate health, environmental or consumer protection objectives .
According to Article 404, an otherwise invalid measure may be acceptable, so
long as it meets four criteria . Specifically, for an otherwise invalid measure to
be substantiated under Article 404:

" the purpose of the measure is to achieve a legitimate objective ;
" the measure does not operate to impair unduly, the access of persons, goods,

services or investments of a Party that meet the legitimate objective ;
" the measure is not more trade restrictive than necessary to meet the objective ; and
" the measure does not create a disguised restriction on trade .

Under Article 200, "legitimate objective" is defined as follows :

(a)

	

public security and safety ;
(b)

	

public order ;
(c)

	

protection of human, animal or plant life or health;
(d) protection of the environment ;
(e)

	

consumer protection;
(f)

	

protection of the health, safety and well-being of workers ; or
(g) affirmative action programs for disadvantaged groups ;

considering, among other things and where appropriate, fundamental climatic
orother geographicalfactors, technological orinfrastructuralfactors, orscientific
justification . Except as otherwise provided, "legitimate objective" does not
include protection of the production of a Party or, in the case of the Federal
Government, favouring the production of a Province . If these four criteria are
met, then measures taken are allowable notwithstanding the fact that they may
otherwise have been invalid because oftheirimpairmentofeconomic mobility .
There is no explicit mention of any tradeoff analysis being undertaken under
Article 404 . By a strict reading of the text of the provision, it appears that if
highly trade restrictive measures are necessary to meet a legitimate objective
then such necessary measures may be taken. The difficulty with this strict
understanding of Article 404 is, of course, in the subtleties underlying the
determinationofwhat alegitimateobjectiveis, andtheindeterminacy associated
withdeciding what is truly necessaryto meet an acceptable legitimate objective.
The balancing and tradeoffs thatoccurin thisdetermination inthe contextof the
AIT are not altogether differentfromthe balancingthat occurs in thecontext of,
for example, section 1 of the Charter. The AIT explicitly recognizes that the
removal of trade barriers is not the only relevant consideration to determining
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the legitimacy of legislation . With regard to this tradeoff analysis, Daniel
Schwanen has said:

I believe that this allowance in the AIT for very explicit and transparent tradeoffs
between, on the one hand, the benefits stemming fromthe removal of unnecessary
trade barriers and non-discriminatory treatment in the marketplace and, on the other
hand, the legitimate objectives of all governments, is one of the agreement's most
importantfeatures, and that its application deserves tobe closely monitored . Overthe
next few years, it may well be perceived as a substantial and original Canadian
contribution to the increasingly pressing problem of finding the proper balance
between well-established trade agreements and other policies of national and
international importance . 148

e)

	

The Long-term Potentialfor thé AIT

The AIT represented a significantstep forwardinfederalismandtheCanadian
Economic Union by demonstrating the existence of a common commitment
amongst

all
Canadiangovernmentstoremovingtradebarriers ;makingprocurement

practices more transparent and competitive, and to creating a more integrated,
efficientCanadianmarket .Despitethispositivesymbolism,however,itisimportant
toremain cognizant ofthefactthat, unlikethefailed attempts to entrencheconomic
freedoms in the Constitution, even thoughthe AIT is a multiparty agreement with
aclear dispute resolutionmechanism and wastheproductofjointdecisionmaking,
theAgreementis not enforceableby the courts, andaparty canonly engageintrade
retaliation when more than a year has lapsed since a panel decision in the party's
favour and they have the unanimous support of the CIT (including the non-
compliant government) - a rule that the WTO has now abandoned in its dispute
settlement process, where only a consensus of members favouring rejection of a
panel's findings (including the winning party) will lead to the non-adoption of
panel or Appellate Body decisions .

From its inception, the AIT has faced criticism from business persons and
academics alike that theeventual importance andreachofthe AITintheCanadian
Economic Union may turn out to berather insignificant. Many of these concerns
surroundthe extensive listofmatters thatwere andareexemptfromtheagreement.
Article 404, forexample, makes provision forthepursuit of"legitimate objectives"
that can excuse a province or the federal government from the valuable trade
facilitating provisions ofthe Agreement. Asafurtherexample, Article 1801 allows
trade discriminatory "regional development" initiatives, provided that they are
reported to all ofthe parties . Armand de Mestral argues that "throughout the text
[oftheAIT], the obligations, with thetwo exceptions ofprocurement and some of
the articles on investment, are meaningless and involve no serious commitment
whatsoever by the parties ." Thus, ofthe 84 complaints registered so far, 62 (nearly
threequarters)haveinvolvedallegedlyinfringingprocurementpractices .However,
some ofthe early criticisms regarding thewide rangeofexceptionsto the AIThave
been mitigated. For example, the exemption of the MASH (municipalities,

148 Schwanen, supra note 132 at 54.
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academic institutions, school boards and health and social service entities) sector
from theprocurementpracticeschapter, which was an early source ofcriticism, has
cometoanend. Withthethirdprotocolofamendmentthatcameintoforce onApril
17,1999, theMASHsectorhasbeenincorporated into theagreementonprocurement
practices and must now abide by the same rules as governments do directly . 149

Another set of concerns surrounds the fact that many Canadians are not
aware of the existence of the agreement.150 It surely has vastly lower name
recognition among Canadians than the FTA, NAFTA, the WTO and the EU.
This ignorance is problematic for several reasons, but it is probably most
problematic in the repercussions ithas for the scope of useoftheAIT by private
persons andbusinesses (or theirgovernmentontheirbehalf) . Although the AIT
makes provision for individuals to challenge policies ofparties to the agreement
that they consider to be in violation of the AIT, it is unlikely that much use will
be made of this provision unless the AIT is given much greater public
prominence . First of all, in order even to make a complaint an individual must
be aware of the AIT and her ability to trigger the dispute resolution process .
Second, fully disputing a complaint under the AIT dispute resolution process
has the potential to be a drawn out and expensive procedure 15 1 -in some cases
perhaps out ofreach of all but very large corporations . This combined with the
fact that a private party is never guaranteed ofwinning a dispute or guaranteed
to receive a costs award from the panel means that a person would have to have
a very high stake in the actions of a party to the agreement to undertake the
oneroustaskof seeing through adispute on theirown. Thatis, there may beboth
risk aversion and collective action disincentives to the commencement of a
disputebypotentialprivate party complainants . Third, since private parties may
not engage in any retaliatory protectionism, there is no way for the individual
to compel the offending party to comply with the panel's decision. Moreover,
a costs award, if made, is not enforceable in court by a victorious private
complainant. 152

There are other aspects oftheAITthatareperhapsonlyofminorimportance
in themselves but may be symptomatic ofgreater difficulties . These include the
fact that many of the deadlines associated with reporting requirements have
been missed - even, distressingly, by the Committee on Internal Trade and the

lag However, both British Columbia and the Yukon have refused to implement the
changes contained in the third protocol of amendment, ostensibly because of fears of
increasing "theadministrative burdenon local administrations ." SeeSchwanen, ibid. a t52 .

iso Certified General Accountants' Association of Canada, Roundtable on the
Agreementon InternalTrade: Proceedings andRecommendations (Ottawa : CGA Canada,
1996) at 2.

151 For instance, onecomplaint [97-98 9-UNILEVI initiated inOctober 1997 is still
active-nearly three years after the initial triggering ofthe dispute resolution mechanism.

152 However, some governments, such as Nova Scotia and Alberta have passed
legislation thatmakes costsawards to successfulprivate complainants enforceablein court.
See Robert Howse, "Securing the Canadian Economic Union : Legal and Constitutional
Options for the Federal Government", supra note 139 at 5 .
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Internal Trade Secretariat themselves . 153 Additionally, individuals and
businesses have not yet brought forward complaints in the dispute resolution
system'to the panel stage, whichsuggests that, despite the abilityto bring action,
itis anunattractive option . 154Oneotheraspectofthe AITthat is troublingis that
any changes in the way that the CIT operates must be subject to unanimous
agreement. This seems likelyto impede significantprogress onmanyimportant
issues in the coming years, especially issues related to positive economic
integration. An idea that has been suggested elsewhere (and as reflected in the
adoption of super-majority voting rules in theEU) that would ameliorate this
potential difficulty, but would be politically very contentious, would be the
adoption of a seven-and-fifty rule or some other sub-unanimity threshold for
legitimate decision making.155

However, there is some empirical evidence that theAIT has alreadyhada-
desirable impact on interprovincial trade. A 1998 study by Patrick Grady and
Kathleen Macmillan investigated the strong growth in internationaltrade flows
as aproportion ofGDPandthe relative decline ofinterprovincial tradeflows as
aproportion of GDP that has occurred since the early 1980s - most abruptly
sincethelate 1980s.156 Oneoftheir controlvariables wasadummyrepresenting
the implementationofthe AIT. They foundthattheAITaccountedfor increased
interprovincial trade flows of between 4.9 and 7.4 percent (depending on the
particular specification ofthe econometric relationship they estimated) from its
inception in July 1995 to the end of 1997. Since that time, it is likely that the
importance of theAIT in increasing interprovincial trade flows has increased
with the continued reduction in trade barriers, and especially because of the
inclusion ofthe MASH sector in the procurement practices section of theAIT
via the third protocol of amendment.

153 Fordetailed accountoftheprogress thathasbeenmade onimplementingthe AIT
so far, seeInternalTrade Secretariat, "Progress to Date" (August 2000). Digital Document
availableonline at http://www.intrasee.mb.ca/eng/progress .htm. For a critical view ofthe
operation of the dispute settlement process, see Robert Knox, "The Unpleasant Reality of
Interprovincial Trade Disputes", Fraser Institute, Fraser Forum, October, 2000.

154 Acompeting explanation maybe that individual persons orbusinesses have not
had to pursue complaints on their own because governments have been committed to
helpingresident persons andbusinesses to exercise their entitlementsunderthe agreement.

155 Ofcourse, theimplementation ofsucharulewould requireunanimous agreement
- a catch-22 . For a discussion surrounding the proposal to move to a majority from a
consensus driven decision making structure, see D. Schwanen, "Drawing on Our Inner
Strength : Canada's Economic Citizenship in an Era of Evolving Federalism" (Toronto :
C.D . Howe Institute, 1996).

156 See P. Grady & K. Macmillan, "Why is Interprovincial Trade Down and
International Trade Up?" Canadian Business Economics (November 1998) 26 .
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f) Conclusion

Although the AIT is a political agreement in the sense that its provisions
cannot be enforced through the courts, and although it addresses an issue that
is of significant but not of overwhelming economic proportions, it can be
regarded as being an important albeit qualified success for the economic
interests of Canadians . There is progress to be made on several fronts in
strengtheningtheAgreement, includingensuringthatthepartiesto the agreement
maintain fidelity to it by producing reports in a timely manner, by holding
further negotiations on schedule, by resolving differences in areasthat still have
not achieved consensus (such as the energy chapter), and by ensuring that new
provincial and federal legislation is consistent with the Agreement. Successes
have come in the form ofanincreased awareness ofthe possible adverse effects
ofregulation andlegislation on internal trade, the inception of a forumin which
to air concerns about policies adverse to the national interest and an effective
way toresolvethem, andevidence ofthe AIT'srolein increasinginterprovincial
trade flows . One further development (whose effect may be contentious) is the
explicit consideration ofdifficult tradeoffsthatAITpanels have shown that they
are willing to make .

V. Domestic Competition Policy

a)

	

Escaping the Criminal Law Strait-Jacket

Federal competition law in Canada has a long history, dating back to the
firstAnti-Combines Act in 1889 - arguably the first antitrust law to be enacted
by any country in the world in the post-industrial revolution era . Controversy
surrounds the motivations for the enactment ofthis initial statute . Skeptics view
it as acynical effortby theMacDonald government to deflect attention fromthe
competition-reducing effects of the National Policy adopted a decade earlier
(highlighting the close connection between international trade policy and
domestic competition policy as determinants ofthe conditions ofthe domestic
competition), and view the initial statute as mostly "smoke and mirrors" .
Whether this cynicism is entirely warranted or not, the fact ofthe matter is that
the criminal law nature of the prohibitions of conspiracies and a little later
monopolies and mergers, and the associated burden of proof on the Crown,
along with thehighly nebulous nature ofthe prohibitions in the case ofmergers
and monopolies, where the Crown was required to prove that they were
operating or were likely to operate to public detriment, meantthat over the early
years of the legislation, enforcement efforts were sporadic at best . 157

157 See M. Trebilcock, R. Winter, P . Collins & E. Iacobucci, The Law and
Economics of Canadian Competition Policy, (Toronto : University of Toronto Press)
[forthcoming] c . 1 .
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Recognizing the limitations of a criminal lawapproach to potentially anti-
competitive practices, the federal government in 1919 introduced a regulatory/
administrative law regime to deal with most anti-competitive practices, but the
constitutional validity ofthis approach was challenged and the sixjudges who
sat on the case in the Supreme Court: of Canada were equally divided.158 On
appeal to thePrivy Council the laws were declared invalid as encroachingupon
the property and civil rights jurisdiction ofthe provinces .159 The implications
widely drawnfrom this decision was that the constitutional validity of federal
competition lawwouldhenceforthhavetorestsolelyonthefederalgovernment's
criminal law powers, and that civil and administrative law approaches to the
regulation of anti-competitive practices were constitutionally unsustainable .
Reinforcementforthis viewwasprovidedby the decisionofthe Supreme Court
of Canadain 1935 striking down .theDominion,Trade andIndustry Commission
Act of 1935 which established a commission to administer the Combines
InvestigationAct. Following the.Privy Council's earlier decision, the Supreme
CourtheldthatthislegislationexceededthelegislativeauthorityofParliament.160

The implications of these constitutional holdings for the evolution 'of
Canadian competition policy were little short of disastrous . While a steady
trickle of price fixing conspiracies were successfully prosecuted under the
criminal conspiracy provisions ofthe Act, only a tiny handful ofprosecutions
were brought over the intervening years with respect to mergers and
monopolization and almost all failed.

The final straw forCanadianmerger andmonopolization law wasarguably
the Supreme Court of Canada's decision in K.C. Irving Limited161 in 1976
where the Supreme Court of Canada, in a unanimous judgment delivered by
Chief Justice Laskin, rejected charges that the respondents were parties to the
formation and operation of a combine by reason of the acquisition by K.C.,
Irving Limited andits subsidiaries ofall fiveEnglishlanguagedailynewspapers
in the province of New Brunswick: Under the wording of the merger and
monopoly provisions in the Combines Investigation Act, the Crown was
required to prove that by virtue of the acquisition and control of an industry
through mergerormonopolization, competition was orwas likelytobe lessened
to the detriment oragainst the interest ofthe public orthatthe person or persons
having such control had operated or were likely to operate the combine to the
detriment or against the interest ofthe.public.

TheCourt held that itcannotbeconcluded that acquisition of entire control
overbusiness in amarket must mean notonlythat competitionwas or was likely
to be lessened, but that'such lessening or likely lessening was to the detriment

158 Re Board ofCommerce Act and Combines and FairPrices Act of1919 (1920),
60 S.C.R . 456.

159 [19221 A.C . 191.
160 Reference' re Dominion Trade and Industry Commission Act, 1935, [1936]

S.C.R . 379.
161 R. v. K.C Irving Ltd., [197811 . S.C.R . 408 .
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or against the interest of the public . The court held that the trial judge erred in
the holding that once acomplete monopoly had been established, detriment in
law resulted . Instead, it was for the Crown to adduce proofof actual detriment
or that the public interest had been adversely affected. According to the Court,
the only evidence adduced was theoretical, from witnesses who spoke of the
threat to newspaperindependence andlikely resulting public detriment, without
having made any study of the actual situation or addressing themselves to the
facts ofthe operation of the newspapers involved . The Court noted evidence at
trial that there had been an increase in circulation of all five daily English
languagenewspapers since their acquisitionby K.C . Irving, despitethe fact that
several were in aloss position ; there hadbeen a substantial improvement in the
facilities of the publishing companies; the provincial economy had benefited
since all profits were re-invested in New Brunswick enterprises; there wasno
evidence thatK.C . Irving interests didin fact attempt to influence therespective
publishers and editors in the gathering or publication of news or in editorial
direction; nor was there any evidence that there was any actual detriment to the
public in respect of circulation rates, advertising content and rates, and quality
and quantity ofnews . Somewhatmysteriously, according to the Court, "the pre-
existing competition, where it existed, remained and was to some degree
intensified by the take-over of the newspapers."

The implications of such an open-ended and unstructured inquiry - a
polycentricinquiry, inLonFuller'sterms] 62 -into the public interestramifications
of a merger or a monopoly were such that the Crown, bearing the criminal law
burden ofproof in adversarial proceedings in all-purpose courts, would rarely
be able to discharge this burden .

In the meantime, the federal government had asked the Economic Council
of Canada to undertake a fundamental reevaluation of Canadian competition
law and policy, and in its Interim Report on Competition Policy in 1969,163
recommended inter alia that mergers and monopolies should become matters
for review by a civil tribunal, against a substantial lessening of competition
standard, as should various other business practices, such as refusals to deal,
exclusive dealing, tying arrangements, and othervertical distribution practices .
In the case of mergers, the tribunal would have power to permit, forbid, or
modify proposed transactions, and in the cases of other business practices
prohibit them in certain circumstances . The Economic Council's report
precipitated almost two decades of intense political debates over the reform of
Canadian competition law and policy, resulting in a first series of amendments
in 1976 and culminating in a second series of amendments with the enactment
ofthe Competition Act in 1986 .164 Themost important outcome of this reform
process was that review of mergers and monopolies (now called abuse of

162 L. Fuller, "TheForms andLimits ofAdjudication," (1978) 92Harv . L.Rev . 353 .
16 3 Economic Council of Canada, Interim Report on Competition Policy (Ottawa:

Queen's Printer, 1969).
164 Trebilcock et al., supra note 152 at c. 1.
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dominance), along with a variety of reviewable practices (mostly vertical
distribution practices) were remitted to the newly constituted Competition
Tribunal for adjudication in a civil review process, with the principal remedy
being cease and desist orders or in limiting cases structural remedies . In
addition, in 1976 a civil right of action for actual damages for violations of the
criminal law provisions of the Act (principally conspiracies, bid rigging,
predatorypricing, pricediscrimination, resalepricemaintenance, andmisleading
advertising) was adopted. .

These amendments boldly challenged the historical and paralyzing
constraints ofthe criminallawand all-purpose courts as anappropriate legal and
institutionalframework for evaluating and adjudicating oftencomplex business
practices andtransactions .Notsurprisingly,giventheearlierhistoryofCanadian
competition law, these non-criminal law dimensions of the new Competition
Act almostimmediately attractedconstitutional challenges . As discussedearlier
in this paper, the Supreme Court's landmark decision in General Motors, 165

upheld the validity of the civil damage provision with respect to violations of
the criminal prohibitions in the statute under the second branch of the federal
trade and commerce power under section 91(2) of the Constitution Act 1867 .
While Section 31.1 (now Section 36) canbe viewed as intruding on provincial
powers over property and civil rights, the Court held that it was part of a more
general and valid regulatory scheme for regulating the national economy and
was closely integrated with this scheme by defining the scope of the civil right
of action in terms of violations of criminal prohibitions in the Act and hence
complementing theseprovisions in enhancing effective enforcementofthe Act.
Citing with approval scholarly writing in law and in economics by Professors
Hogg and Grover,166 and Professor Safarian,167 Chief Justice Dickson noted
that in many respects Canada is one large marketplace and that markets in
particular goods or services are not coincident with provincial borders, thus
making it infeasible or undesirable for any single province or subset of
provinces to attempt to regulate competitive conditions in these markets.

This decision finally liberated Canadian competition law from the strait-
jacket ofthe criminal law, and also opened up possibilities for assigning a role
to specialized administrative agencies (like the Competition Tribunal) rather
thanall-purpose courts inevaluating and adjudicating allegedly anti-competitive
but often complex business practices. Not surprisingly again, the central role
assigned to the Competition Tribunal under the new Competition Act with
respectto mergers, abuse ofdominance, andotherreviewablepractices was also
quickly challenged . However, aconstitutional challengeto the independence of
the Tribunal was rejected by the Quebec Court ofAppeal inAlex Couture Inc.

165 supra note 16 .
166 P.W .Hogg &W. Grover,"TheConstitutionality ofthe Competition Bill" (1976),

1 Can . Bus. L.J. 197.
167 A.E.Safarian,CanadianFederalismandEconomicIntegration(Ottawa:Supply

& Services, 1974).
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v . Canada (Attorney General)16s and leave to appeal to the Supreme Court
denied, and the Tribunal's contempt powers for violation of its orders were
upheld by a majority ofthe Supreme Court in Chrysler Canada Ltd. v . Canada
(Competition Tribunal) .169

However, while any doubts about the constitutional validity of the
CompetitionTribunal were now put to rest, under Section 13 ofthe Competition
Tribunal Act, an appeal lies to the Federal Court of Appeal from any decision
of the Tribunal as if it were ajudgment of the Federal Court - Trial Division
(although appeals on questions of fact lie only with leave of the Federal Court
of Appeal), thus raising the prospect or spectre of the Competition Tribunal
ultimately proving to be a relatively subordinate player to the courts in
interpreting and applying the provisions of the Act within in its mandate.
Compounding these concerns was a classically Canadian compromise struckat
the time that Competition Tribunal was created whereby its membership
comprises up to four members of the Federal Court-Trial Division and up to
eight nonjudicial members, who sit in panels of three chaired by a judicial
member. Under Section 13 of the Competition Tribunal Act, questions of law
mustbe determined only byjudicial members of the Tribunal . In the early years
ofthe Tribunal, judicial appointees were simply Federal Court- Trial Division
judges, who spent most of their time adjudicating other matters in the Federal
Court and had no specialized prior background in competition matters (a
shortcoming that has been substantially mitigated in more recent judicial
appointments to the Tribunal) .

Concerns over the degree of autonomy that would be extended to the
Competition Tribunal seemed to be realized by the Federal Court of Appeal's
decision inSoutham whereit held that no greater deference was required by the
court to Tribunal decisions than any Federal Court-Trial Division decision, on
questions of law,i.e ., that a standard of "correctness" applied, leading the
Federal Court of Appeal to overturn key determinations of the Tribunal on the
definition ofthe relevant market in a merger between the two daily newspapers
in British Columbia owned by Southam and a number of small community
newspapers with respect to the market forretail print advertising. According to
the Court, the Tribunal had ignored relevant evidence, and this was a question
of law . However, on further appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada,170 Mr.
Justice lacobucci, writingfor a unanimous court, held that the determination of
the relevant market was an issue ofmixed law and fact and therefore fell within
the mandate of both judicial and nonjudicial members of the Tribunal . The
Court noted thatthe Tribunal's expertise lies in economics and commerce, and
that these are matters concerning which members of the Tribunal are likely to

168 Alex Couture Inc. v. Canada (Attorney General) (1991), 38 C.P.R (3d) 293 .
169 Chrysler Canada Ltd. v . Canada (Competition Tribunal) (1992), 42 C.P.R .

(3d) 353.
170 Canada (Direction ofInvestigation and Research) v. Southam Inc., [1997] 1

S.C.R . 748.
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be far more knowledgeable than the typical judge. While noting legitimate
misgivingsaboutsomeaspects ofthe Tribunal's ratherrambling andunstructured
decision (especially rejection by the Tribunal of evidence that Southam's own
expert consultant regarded community newspapers as the principal threat to
retail advertising revenue from Southam's two dailies), Mr. Justice lacobucci,
displaying admirable self-restraint, held that a standard more deferential by
appellate courts than "correctness" but less deferential than "not patently
unreasonable" is required, in effect a standard of "reasonableness", or a "not
clearlywrong" standard, is appropriate. Applying this test,Mr.Justice lacobucci
held that the Tribunal's decision was not,unreasonable or clearly wrong.

BecauseMr. Justicelacobucci was ableto find thatthedetermination ofthe
relevant market was an issue of mixedlaw and fact and hence implicated the
expert nonjudicial members of the Tribunal, his argument from expertise has
some cogency. However, if the issue under appealhadbeen apurelylegal issue
andhence within the sole prerogative ofjudicial members ofthe Tribunal (e.g .,
the determination of relevant and irrelevant criteria for defining the relevant
market), his argumentforjudicial deference would, by implication, have been
inapplicable . This points not so much to a deficiency in his judgment as a
deficiency inthe provisions constituting theCompetition Tribunal, inparticular
the provision that assigns questions of law for determination solely byjudicial
members ofthe Tribunal. There is nojustification for treatingjudicial and non-
judicial members differently in this respect . Determinations of questions oflaw
ina competitionlaw contextare essentiallydeterminations ofimportant aspects
of economic policy and can be appropriately informed by relevant expertise, a
point that is central to the Supreme Court's decision in Pezim. 171

This issuemay arise in the Competition Bureau's appeal from the decision
of the Competition Tribunal in the recent Propane merger, where the Tribunal
heldthatthe mergerwaslikely, to result in a substantial lessening ofcompetition,
but a majority (onejudicial member and one nonjudicial member)held that it
wassaved by the efficiencies defence in section 96 ofthe CompetitionAct. The
dissenting nonjudicial member took amore restrictive view ofthe scope of the
defence. The interpreiation of the meaning of section 96 is arguably aquestion
of law to be determined by judicial members alone, and warranting less
deference than questions of fact or mixedlaw and fact .

These constitutional law andadministrative law developments withrespect
to Canadian competition law all represent promising new beginnings, and the
modernSupremeCourtistobecomplimentedinhelping setCanadian competition
policy off in new and more constructive directions . Having said this, policy
judgments about the efficacy of the Competition Tribunal are still premature .
Contested proceedings before the Tribunal have turned into enormously
protracted adversarial proceedings,, as a result of which most contentious
business practices or transactions areresolvedin the office oftheCommissioner

171 Pezim v. British Columbia (Superintendent ofBrokers), [199412 S.C.R . 557.
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of Competition in the Competition Bureau, despite the attempt to bifurcate
investigative and enforcement functions vested in the Bureau, on the one hand,
and adjudicative functions vested in the Tribunal, on the other. 172 Moreover,
several of the Tribunal's enormously lengthy judgments have seemed
preoccupied with factual minutiae and have not paid nearly as much attention
to developing well-articulated analytical or conceptual frameworks within
which to evaluate the evidence . However, these may be growing pains and the
Supreme Court's decision in Southarn gives the Tribunal substantial latitude,
bothsubstantively andprocedurally, toadaptitselfto the legitimateexpectations
thatit must meet ifitis to avoid apolicyjudgment inthe future that ithas proven
a noble but failed experiment. Inthe event that that thisjudgment were reached,
it seems unlikely that Canadian competition law would revert to assigning a
central role to the courts with respect to mergers, abuse of dominance, and
reviewable practices . Rather, a more likely scenario would be thereconstitution
oftheCompetition Bureau as a single, integratedCompetition Agency, probably
headed by a multi-member commission, perhaps along the lines of the US
Federal Trade Commission, subject to limited rights of judicial appeal or
review.

b)

	

The Criminal Prohibition Against Conspiracies

Despitethese changes, substantiveand institutional, withrespect to mergers,
abuse ofdominance, and reviewable practices, a largely unchanging constantin
the Canadian competition law firmament has been the place of criminal law
prohibitions in the Act, principally the conspiracy provisions now found in
Section 45 of the Act. The conspiracy prohibitions found in most countries'
antitrust laws are often regarded as the heart of antitrust law and are generally
supported both by economic interventionists and non-interventionists alike as
promoting consumer welfare, whatever their disagreements about the policy
wisdomofothercompetitionorantitrustdoctrines.Incomparingthecontributions
of the pre-Charter- and post-Charter Supreme Court to the evolution of
Canadian competition law on horizontal agreements among competitors, a
roughly parallel pattern emerges to that described above with respect to the
evolution of non-conspiracy aspects of the law . That is to say, with some
exceptions, earlier Supreme Courtcase-law generally weakened theconspiracy
provisions in Canadian competition law, while more recent Supreme Court
decisions show a more sophisticated economic understanding of the role and
scope of these provisions .

One seed of difficulty in the Supreme Court case law in this context was
sown inits decisionin R. v .HowardSrnith PaperMillsLimited (the Fine Papers

172 See N . Campbell, H. Janisch & M. Trebilcock, "Rethinking the Role of the
Competition Tribunal" (1997) 76 Can . Bar Rev. 297 ; M. Sanderson & M. Trebilcock,
"Process and Politics in Canadian Merger Review", Competition Policy Roundtable,
University of Toronto, Faculty of Law (16 June, 2000) .
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case), 173 which involved a conspiracy among mill operators and wholesale
merchants in the fine papers market. Inthree separatejudgments, the Supreme
Court upheld the convictions of the accused conspirators . One aspect of the
decision strengthened the conspiracy provisions by holding that once it was
proved that competition had been unduly lessened, it was not necessary for the
Crown to prove any detriment to the public from the agreement, nor was it-a
defence thatthe agreementresulted in public benefit, through reasonableprices
and profits or through stabilization of production and employment in the
industry (unlikethe public detriment test then explicitly incorporated in thelaw
with respect to mergers and monopolization). However, Cartwright J . stated
thathadthe matterbeen res integra, he would have viewed these considerations
as relevant to the test of undueness, but accepted that this view was precluded
by prior authority . Nevertheless, he went on to adopt a test of undueness that
largely equates it with monopoly, by requiring the virtual elimination or
prevention of all competition, or a lessening of competition to the point where
the participants in an agreement become free to carry ontheir activities virtually
unaffected by the influence of competition . In modern terms, this implies that
a price fixing conspiracycould notbe saidto have unduly lessened competition
unless the parties to the conspiracy accounted for almost 100 per cent ofoutput

in the relevant product and geographic markets . Most modern economic
understandings of market power would accept that market power can be
effectively exercised by either a single firm or a group of competitors acting
collusively with a market share of substantially less than 100 per cent .

While Cartwright J's views werenot endorsed explicitly by other members
of the Court other than Locke J. who joined him in the opinion, in R. v. Aetna
Insurance Co. in 1978,174 the majority ofthe Supreme Court, in a 5-3 decision
written by Ritchie J ., appeared to adopt something very close to this test in
endorsingthe views of the trialjudge that an agreement violates the conspiracy
provisions if it has the effect of virtually relieving the conspirators of free
competition, althoughapparentlythereis no requirement for theCrownto prove
the existence of a monopoly (although this seems largely a distinction without
a difference) . Moreover, in acquitting the accused conspirators, the majority
held that the trial judge had properly admitted evidence that the agreement
among 73 insurance companies in the province of Nova Scotia, all members of
the Nova Scotia Board of Underwriters, to set their fire insurance rates in
accordance with therates setby the Board, had various public benefits . Among
these, benefits were that (1) the agreement secured the solvency of member
companies; (2) through such operations costs were minimized; (3) the Board's
operations involved useful assistance to fire departments in Nova Scotia on fire
prevention; (4)theBoardprovidedtechnicalassistanceinconnectionwith assessment
ofrisk ; and (5) the Board was ofassistance to municipalities inthe provincein fire
prevention efforts .1t is notclear that an agreement to fix prices was necessary for

173 R. v. Howard Smith Paper Mills Ltd., [19571 S.C.R. 403 .
174 R. v. Aetna Insurance Co., [19781 1 S .C.R . 731 .
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any of these functions of the Board, except perhaps the first . However, it bears
recalling that the Supreme Court in the Fine Papers case had explicitly and
vigorously excluded as irrelevant precisely such considerations as stabilization of
prices, profits, and production in an industry . In addition, the majority's decision
inAetna Insurance introduced a further ambiguity into the conspiracy provisions
in the Competition Act by arguably endorsing a requirementthat the Crown must
prove that the accused intended to lessen competition unduly, as well as proving
intent to enter into anagreementthe likely effectofwhichwas the unduelessening
ofcompetition (anissue forthecourts as a matter oflaw andfactual determination,
rather than the subjective intention of the accuseds) .

In avigorous dissent, ChiefJustice Laskin, writingonbehalf ofhimselfand
Judson and Spence JJ., held that "unduly" simply requires proof of the
inordinatelessening ofcompetition, and any off-setting public benefits associated
with this are irrelevant. The minority also held the mens rea ofthe offense was
the intention of the accuseds to enter into the agreement, and it was irrelevant
whether they intended the agreement to lessen competition unduly . Finally, the
minority held that the Crown did not bear the onus of establishing amonopoly
oravirtualmonopolyon thepartofthe co-conspirators . However, theincongruity
between ChiefJustice Laskin's opinions inAetna and inK. C. Irving in the very
same year in vigorously rejecting the relevance of any public benefit
considerations in a conspiracy context while being open to a highly expansive
canvassing of such benefits in a merger and monopoly context, arguably
reflecting differences in wording of the two provisions at the time, raises
importantpolicyissues as to whythe basic analytical framework for evaluating
the competitive implications of conspiracies, mergers, or monopolies should
differ in any important respect.

Several of these seeds of doubt were perpetuated in the majority decision
of the Supreme Court in Atlantic Sugar Refineries Company v. Canada
(Attorney General) . 175 The accused were the three major sugar refineries in
eastern Canada. They were alleged to have tacitly colluded in maintaining
uniform price lists, changes to which were publicly posted in advance and thus
made accessibleto competitors . Theywere alsoallegedtohavetacitlyconspired
to maintain market sharesinclosely constantproportions with little interruption
over a period of 25 years. In acquitting the accused conspirators, Pigeon J.,
writing for the majority, upheld the finding of the trial judge with respect to
identical price lists that there was no evidence of communication between the
accuseds on the subject of price . With respect to the maintenance of market
shares, the trial judge found on the evidence that this was the result of a tacit
agreement between the accuseds, but that it had not been shown that the
agreement was arrived at with the intention of unduly preventing or lessening
competition. The majority seemed to disagree on both issues (although Pigeon
J.'sjudgment is less thanamodel ofclarity) . "Didthe `tacit agreement' resulting

175 Atlantic Sugar Refineries Co . v. Canada (Attorney General), [1980] 2
S.C.R . 644.
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from the expected adoption of a similar policy by the competitors amount to a
conspiracy? I have great difficulty in agreeing that it did because the author of
Redpath's marketing policy wasconscious that its competitorwouldinevitably
after some timebecome aware of it in a general way and also expected them to
adopt a similar policy which would also become apparent ." On the issue of
intent, the majority held that assuming that the tacit agreement was illegal, the
accused need notbe conscious ofits legality . "It is for the court to decide on the
facts whether an agreement to lessen competition means that competition is to
be lessened unduly and the views of the accused on this issue are irrelevant."
However, the majority supported the finding ofthe trialjudge that the Crown
hadnot proven an undue lessening ofcompetition. The Court relied oevidence
thateach ofthe refiners granteddiscounts offtheirprice listto major customers;
there wassome evidence of modest new entry; and the Court held each refiner
wasunder no obligation to compete more vigorously than it felt desirable in its
own interests. The majority endorsed the test of"unduly" adopted by Ritchie J.
inAetnaInsurance, which in turn traces backto the decision ofCartwright J. in
the Fine Papers case, i.e ., that an agreement must have the effect of virtually
relievingthe conspirators from theinfluence offree competition, althoughthere
is no requirement for the Crown to prove the existence of a monopoly .
According to Wong and McFetridge, the combined effect of the Supreme
Court's decisions in Aetna and Atlantic Sugar is that a market share of at least
80 per cent on the part of the conspirators was required.176

In a strong dissent, Estey J. held that the trialjudge's findings supported an
inference, of a tacit agreement to maintain market shares and that a tacit
agreementis sufficient to fallwithin theconspiracy provisions oftheCompetition
Act; that the agreementdidlessencompetition; thatthe constraints oncompetition
imposedby this tacit agreementwereundue; and that eveniftheywereimposed
for good motives, such as avoiding a price war or destructive competition, this
was irrelevant (following Fine Papers).

Atlantic Sugar raises some important broader issues . One is that it maybe
very difficult for competition law to do much about interdependent behaviour
by oligopolists if an oligopolisticmarket structuremustbe taken as agiven. That
is to say, mutual recognition of reactions of rivals to one's own pricing and
output decisions may be inevitable or unavoidable in such amarket structure .
Second, however, oligopolistic marketstructures shouldnot always betaken as
a given. For example, inAtlantic Sugar (and one mightreadily surmise fromthe
records,in other earlier leading Canadian competition law cases like Fine
Papers 177 andEddy Match),178 the domestic industry was heavily protected
through tariffs and quotas . The simplest and most effective pro-competition
solution tocompetitive shortcomings inthesemarkets wassimply toremovethe

176 D. McFetridge &S . Wong, "Agreements to Lessen Competition After Atlantic
Sugar" (1981) 5 Can. Bus. L.J . 329 at 333.

177 Supra note 173.
178 Eddy Match Co . Ltd. v. The Queen (1953), 20 C.P.R. 107.
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external trade barriers . To require domestic competition law to address
competitive shortcomings in a heavily protected domestic market is to remit it
to a world ofdeep second best. Cases such as Atlantic Sugar illustrate the close
interrelationship between trade policy and competition policy in securing the
conditions for effective competition in the Canadian economy.

The Supreme Court's decisions in both Aetna Insurance and Atlantic Sugar
substantially weakened the conspiracy provisions in Canadian competition law .
Subsequently,Parliamentsawfittointervenebyenactingthefollowingamendments
to Section 45, which are directly responsive to deficiencies in these decisions :

(2) For greater certainty, in establishing that a conspiracy, combination, agreement or
arrangement is in contravention of subsection (1), it shall not be necessary to prove
that the conspiracy, combination, agreement or arrangement, if carried into effect,
would or would be likely to eliminate, completely or virtually, competition in the
market to which it relates or that it was the object of any or all of the parties thereto
to eliminate, completely or virtually, competition in that market.
(2 .1) In a prosecution under subsection (1), the court may infer the existence of a
conspiracy, combination, agreement or arrangement from circumstantial evidence,
with or without direct evidence of communication between or among the alleged
parties thereto, but, for greater certainty, the conspiracy, combination, agreement or
arrangement must be proved beyond a reasonable doubt.
(2.2) For greater certainty, in establishing that a conspiracy, combination,
agreement or arrangementis in contravention ofsubsection (1) it is necessary to
prove that the parties thereto intended to and did enter into the conspiracy,
combination, agreement or arrangement, but it is not necessary to prove that the
parties intended that the conspiracy, combination, agreement or arrangement
have an effect set out in subsection (1) .

Unfortunately, morejudicial damage was forthcoming, before thetide began to
turn, in an unanimous decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in 1982 in the
Jabour Case . 179 In this case, the Benchers of the Law Society of British
Columbiainitiated steps to discipline Jabour, amember who advertised his legal
practice and fees for certain common services, for "conduct unbecoming" a
member oftheLawSocietyofBritishColumbia. The Directorofthe Competition
Bureau initiated an investigation under the Combines Investigation Act on the
grounds that the actions of the Benchers might constitute an agreement or
arrangement to substantially lessen competition in the provision of legal
services . Estey J . for the Supreme Court held that Section 32 (now Section 45)
of the Act did not apply to the Law Society in these circumstances. The
Benchers' actions were authorized by theLegalProfessionsActwhich provided
for disciplinary action for "conduct unbecoming" a member of the Society and
broadlydefinedthatconduct toinclude, "any matter, conductorthing . . . deemed
in the judgment of theBenchers to be contrary to the bestinterests ofthe public
or of the legal profession." According to the Supreme Court, these provisions
engaged the so-called "regulated industries" defence in that action taken

179 Canada (Attorney General) v. Law Society ofBritish Columbia, [1982] 2
S.C.R . 307 .
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pursuant to a validly enactedprovincial regulatory schemecouldnotbe deemed
to constitute an undue lessening of competition.

This decision provides a broad licence to self-regulatory bodies acting
under delegated legislation in any business, trade or profession to adopt anti-
competitive regulations or policies . This stands in sharp contrast to the state
action doctrine in US antitrust law, where in order for an action to qualify for
the state action exemption, the challenged activity mustbe authorized by astate
and clearly articulated in laws or regulations. In addition, the authorized
conduct must be actively supervised by the state. There is merit to similarly
limiting the scope ofthe Canadian regulated industries defense to cases where
the allegedly anti-competitive conduct or activities have been specifically
directed or authorized by statuteor are inherent in the regulatory scheme itself
(e.g., production quotas under agricultural marketing board schemes), and in
cases where regulatory bodies are vestedwith broad discretion there should be
a strong legal presumption that this discretion should not be exercised so as to
direct or authorize conduct that wouldotherwise violate the Competition Act.
Conductofself-regulatorybodies as opposedtoindependentregulatory agencies
should attract especially close scrutiny in this respect, because of obvious
protectionist incentives inherent in many schemes of self-regulation .

Some of the damage done by the Court's decision in Jabour has been
undone by the SupremeCourt's subsequent decision in Royal College ofDental
Surgeons of Ontario v. Rocket180 in holding that extensive restrictions on
advertising prerogatives by dentists violatedthefreedomofexpression guarantee
in Section 2(b) of the Charter and were too broad to bejustified under Section
1 (an argument not available at the time of the decision in Jabour) . However,
for conduct or activities that fall outside the realm of expression, Jabour
presumably still holds. For example, woulda self-regulating profession which
maintained a minimum fee schedule and sought to discipline members who
deviated from it on thegrounds thatprice competition is "conductunbecoming"
of a member ofthe profession inquestion attract immunity from scrutinyunder
the CompetitionAct? Lower courts are currently badly divided on the scope of
the "regulated industries" defence . 181

In general, then, the pre-Charter Supreme Court's contributions to the
evolution of Canadian competition law on anti-competitive forms of collusion
amongst competitors weremostly negative . However, some ofthat damagehas
been undone by the unanimous decision of the Supreme Court in R. v. Nova
ScotiaPharmaceutical Society (commonly referredto as thePANS decision) in

180 Royal College ofDental Surgeons of Ontario v . Rocket (1990), 71 D.L.R .
(4th) 68 .

181 See Re Law Society of Upper Canada andAttorney General ofCanada (1996),
134 D.L.R. (4th) 300 for an expansive view of the scope of the defence; see R. v.
Independent Order ofForesters (1989), 26 C.P.R. (3d) 229 for a more restrictive view ;
more generally, see Trebilcock, et al., supra note 157 at c. 11 (Competition Policy and
Regulated Industries) .
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1992 .182 In a judgment written by Gonthier J., constitutional challenges under
Sections 7,11(a) and 11(d) ofthe Charterto Section 32 (1)(c)-now Section 45
(1)( c) -of the Act on grounds of vagueness and lack of an adequate mens rea
requirement were rejected. With respect to the niens rea requirement, Gonthier
J. held that Section 45 (1)( c) requires the proof of two fault elements, one
subjective, the other objective . To satisfy the subjective element ofthe offense,
the Crown must prove that the accused had the intention to enter into the
agreement andhadknowledge ofits terms. To satisfy the objective element, the
Crown must prove that on an objective review of the evidence adduced the
accused intended to lessen competition unduly, i.e ., that the evidence, viewed
byareasonable business person, establishesthat an accused was aware orought
to have been aware that the effect of the agreement entered into would be to
prevent or lessen competition unduly . So interpreted, section45 (1)( c) does not
violate the Charter. Thus, according to Gonthier J., having proved that an
agreement was likely to lessen competition unduly, the Crown could, in most
cases, establish the objective fault element that the accused as a reasonable
business person would or should have known that this was the likely effect of
the agreement .

With respectto the vagueness objection (upon which most ofthejudgment
focussed), Gonthier J. held that a law will be found unconstitutionally vague if
it so lacks in precision as not to give sufficient guidance for legal debate - that
is, for reaching a conclusion as to its meaning by reasoned analysis applying
legal criteria . Laws are sufficiently certain if they limit enforcement discretion
by introducing boundaries and sufficiently delineate an area ofrisk to allow for
substantive notice to citizens . In upholding the validity of Section 45 (1)(c)
against the charge of vagueness, he noted that the Act is central to Canadian
publicpolicy in theeconomic sectorand that section45 itself is one ofthe pillars
of theAct. "The prohibition of conspiracies in restraint of trade is the epitome
of competition law, finding its place in every competition law. Considerations
such as private gains by the parties to the agreement or counterbalancing
efficiency gains by the public lie outside of the inquiry under section 45 (1)(c) .
Competition is presumed by the Act tobe in thepublic benefit." GonthierJ. then
wentonto compare section45 (1)(c)with theU.S . ShermanAct andjurisprudence
thereunder which has developed two paradigms of adjudication known as the
per se rule and the rule of reason .

"Section 45 (1)(c) ofthe Act lies somewhere on the continuum between a
per se rule and a rule of reason . It does allow for discussion of the anti-
competitive effects of the agreement, unlike aper se rule, which might dictate
that all agreements that lessen competition attract liability. On the other hand,
it does not permit a full blown discussion of the economic advantages and
disadvantages ofthe agreement, like a rule ofreason would. Since "unduly" in
Section 45 (1)(c) leads to a discussion of the seriousness of the competitive

182 R v. Nova Scotia Pharmaceutical Society, [1992] 2 S.C.R . 606.
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effects but not of all relevant economic matters, one may say that the Section
creates a partial rule of reason ."

Gonthier J. suggested thatthereare two major elements to theinquiryunder
section 45 (1)(c) that reduce any vagueness to an acceptable range: (1) the
structure ofthe market, and(2) the behaviouroftheparties tothe agreement. He
stated that a definition of the relevant market is required as a preliminary step
with respect to market structure, and that the aim of themarket structure inquiry
is to ascertain the degree of market power of the parties to the agreement .
However, in this respect many factors other than market share are relevant
including: (1) the numberofcompetitors and the concentration ofcompetition;
(2) barriers to entry; (3) geographical distribution of buyers and sellers; (4)
differences in the degree of integration among competitors; (5) product
differentiation; (6) countervailing power; and (7) cross-elasticity of demand.
He also noted that under the US 1984 Merger Guidelines the ability to raise
prices on a given product by five per cent over a year without losses is the
yardstickformarketpowerand thatthis approachmayormaynotbeappropriate
in the context of section 45 (1)(c) .

Mostantitrustscholarsandspecialists wouldfind Gonthierf.'sobservations
to this point unexceptional . However, some of his ensuing observations are
somewhat more opaque. He defines market power as the ability to behave
"relatively. independently ofthe market ." Ifwhathemeansby this is "relatively
unconstrained by the-coxnpeftive discipline of the market", this is probably
innocuous but not especially helpful . The critical question is when are the
conditions present which enable the effective exercise of market power, and
when do we know whether it is being exercised? For antitrust specialists, very
much following the spirit of the US Merger Guidelines andnowthe Canadian
MergerEnforcementGuidelines, marketpoweris essentially the abilityprofitably
to sustain prices significantly above cost (with which fully competitive prices
are presumed to equate) for a non-transitory period of time. Under the US and
Canadian Merger Guidelines, the ability to sustain prices profitably over cost
(or competitive'levels), by at least five per cent for at least two years without
attracting entry, is a widely agreedmeasure ofmarketpower. More technically,
applying the Lerner Index, market power measures the percentage by which
price exceeds marginal cost, which is equal to the inverse of the demand
elasticity facing a ,firm . The extent to which the inverse exceeds zero, i.e., the
extent to which price exceeds marginal cost, is the Lerner measure of market
power.183 In fact, in most conspiracy cases and most merger, abuse of
dominance and reviewable practice cases, it is difficult and uncommon to
estimate the Lerner Index directly, but on the assumption that firms will
maximize profits within the constraints that they face, if the conditions under
which firms maybe said to possess market power are present, the prediction
follows that they will be likely to exercise it. As to whether a given firm
possesses market power, cross-elasticities of demand and supply at the firm

183 See Trebilcock et al., supra note 157 at c. 2.
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level within the relevant product and geographic markets, and barriers to new
entry (including foreign entry) are likely to be critical factors . 184

Gonthier J. goes onto saythat the level ofmarketpowernecessaryto trigger
the application of section 45 (1)(c) is not necessarily the same as for other
sections of the Act. For example, section 79 of the Act, prohibiting abuses of
dominant position, contemplates that the holders of a dominant position
"substantially or completely control throughout Canada or any area thereof a
class or species of business ." "The required degree of market power under
Section 79 comprises `control', not simply the ability to behave independently
of the market. The application of Section 45 (1)(c) of the Act does not
presuppose such a degree of market power. Parties to the agreement need not
have the capacity to influence the market . What is more relevant is the capacity
to behave independently of the market in a passive way . A moderate amount of
market power is required to achieve this."

These observations are confusing. While the observations are helpful in
refuting observations in earlier cases that the virtual elimination ofcompetition
was required in order for an agreement to violate section 45, it is far from clear
that market power means different things in sections 79 and 45(1)(c) . The
Competition Tribunal has appropriately equated "control" in section 79 with
possession of market power, and "class or species of business" with relevant
product and geographic markets .I85 While degrees of market power can
obviously vary, in the absence of any market power in cases of single firm
dominanceormulti-firmcollusion, anti-competitive consequences are unlikely
to attend the parties' actions . Thus, section 79 simply deals with single firm
marketpowerandSection45 withmulti-firmmarketpowerexercised collusively,
but in both cases the underlying economic concerns are the same . One might,
ofcourse, taketheviewthatmostconspiracies have few redeemingsocial virtues
(unlike concentrated single furn dominance), and that a lesser degree of market
power should expose them to scrutiny, but this is the rationale for the U.S . per se
rule, which Gonthier J . explicitly rejected in interpreting section 45 .

Compounding this confusion is Gonthier J.'s statement that parties to an
agreement under section 45 (1)(c) need not have the capacity to influence the
market but must have the capacity to behave independently of the market in a
passive way. The meaning ofthis statement is quite obscure. Parties to a collusive
agreement substitute the collusive price for the marketprice and in effect displace
themarketprice tothisextent. Here, clearlythey musthavethe capacityto influence
the market price. If they account for so small a fraction of the market and thus
possess no market power, colluding over price will indeed have no impact on the
market price. Thatis because the parties have no marketpower. The statement that
what is more relevant is the capacity to behave independently of the market "in

Iso Ibid. at c. 2.
185 see Canada (Director of Investigation and Research, Competition Act) v.

NutrasweetCo . (1990), 32C.P.R . (3d) 1 ; Canada (Director ofInvestigation andResearch,
Competition Act) v. Laidlaw Waste Systents Ltd. (1992), 40 C.P.R . (3d) 289
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apassive way" is equally obscure. For example, if three firms in an industry
comprising one hundred firms andaccounting for three per cent of the market
collude over price they will be driven from the market by lower priced
competitors. Thus, a strategy of colluding over price in the absence of market
poweris arecipe foreconomic oblivion . Parties withmarketpowerwhoçollude
over price are in effectdisplacing the previously prevailing competitive market
priceandnotinapassiveway. Theagreementis anactive strategyforexercising
market power through coordinated pricing or output decisions and displacing
or superseding the competitively determined market price.

Gonthier J. goes on to suggest that following an analysis of market
structure, the second part of the' framework of analysis found in the case law on
section 45 and its predecessors involves an examination of the behaviour of
firms. He states that section 45 (1)(c) requires, in addition to some market
power, some behaviourlikely. to injure competition. It is thecombination ofthe
two that makes a lessening of competition "undue". "Many combinations are
possible . For one, market powermaycome from the agreement . Theagreement
could either have an "internal" effect, in consolidating the marketpowerofthe
parties (as is the case with price fixing) or have an "external" effect, in
weakening competition and thus increasingthe marketpower ofthe parties (as
is the case with market sharing) . Marketpowermayalso exist independently of
the agreement, in which case any anti-competitive effect of agreement will be
suspicious . Particularly injurious behaviour may also trigger liability even if
market power is not so considerable ."

These comments are again confusing. The essence of the objection to
horizontal agreements among competitors is that the agreement to coordinate
pricing or output decisionss itself creates the market power. The distinction
between internal and external effects is also difficult to follow. Price fixing
agreements have external effects onconsumers ofoutputs ofthe membersofthe
conspiracy . It is possible that a horizontal agreementcouldhaveadverse affects
on other competitors, not through market sharing (as GonthierJ., suggests), but
perhaps through collective boycotts by, e.g ., retailers of a manufacturer who
supplies goods to a price cutting retail competitor. However, in all cases the
adverse affects that competition law focuses on are reductions in consumer
welfare. This is the touchstone that should motivate all competition/antitrust
law analysis, whatever the particular transaction or practice under scrutiny .
While it may be true that market power may also exist independently of an
agreement amongst competitors (for example, in a duopolistic industry), an
actual agreementbetweenduopolists to coordinate pricing andoutput decisions
is likely to enhance this market power, in effectby aligning them more closely
with amonopoly . But again, it is the enhanced ability to exercise market power
as a result of the agreement that section 45(1)(c) focuses on, and not market
power that exists independently ofthe agreement. While itmaybe the case that
a particularly injurious behaviour should trigger liability even ifmarket power
is not so considerable, thelessmarketpowerthatparties to an agreementpossess
undersection 45(1)(c), the lessplausible itbecomes to imagine more ratherthan
less injurious behaviour.
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In short, while Gonthier J.'s decision upholding the constitutional validity
ofsection45 (1)(c) against chargesofvagueness and lack ofan appropriatemens
Yea is welcomesalvation for the core ofCanada's Competition Act, his attempts
to elucidate the scopeofthe section andto demonstratethat it is not unacceptably
vague are notentirely convincing . His decision onthemens rea elementis much
more straightforward and convincing . Failure to anchor the policy ornormative
foundations of section 45(1)(c) (as with all the other core provisions in the
CompetitionAct) explicitly in aconsumerwelfare framework tends to cloud the
central issues . In every case, the critical question is whether the agreement,
merger, practice, etc., in question does, or is likely to, enhance or reduce
consumer welfare. If parties lack market power, then no anti-competitive
practice in which they engage (outside of fraud or misleading advertising) is
likely to impact consumer welfare. Where they do possess market power, then
applying the usual profit maximizing assumptions to private economic agents'
motivations, they should generally be presumed to be likely to exercise it .

One factor which does distinguish sections 45(l)(c) and 79 is that under
section 79 (like section 2 of the Sherman Act), merely raising prices to supra-
competitive levels by a dominant firm with market power is not regarded as an
abuse of dominant position, unlike the abuse of dominance provisions in the
Treaty of Rome, and some additional injury to competition is required in the
form of some act orpractice that has an exclusionary, disciplinary, orpredatory
purpose or effect. In this context, distinguishing market structure, or as I would
prefer to put it, the existence ofmarketpowerandbehaviour, makessome sense.
Indeed, given therequirement under section 79 of some additional act injurious
to competition (beyond simply charging supra-competitive prices), one could
argue that a lesser degree of market power than that required under section 45
is appropriate in order to deter attempts at monopolization (e.g., through
predation) by dominant firms currently with lesser degrees of market power.
However, in the context ofsection 45(1)(c), it is far from clear that there is any
utility to the distinction between market structure and behaviour . Ifparties to an
agreement to fix prices, reduce output, or allocate market share possess market
power, they should be presumed in most cases to be likely to raise prices to
supra-competitive levels and thus to reduce consumer welfare.

Having noted these reservations about Gonthier J.'s judgment in PANS, it
must be acknowledged that jurisdictions around the world have had great
difficulty framingprohibitions againstanti-competitive horizontalarrangements
among competitors that are not either over- or under-inclusive or both. 186
Horizontal arrangements among actual or potential competitors come in a
myriad of forms, some of which are pernicious, some of which are innocuous,
and some of which are pro-competitive or efficiency enhancing . Simple

186 See P. Warner & M. Trebilcock, "Rethinking Price-Fixing Law" (1993) 38
McGill L.J. 672.
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categoric prohibitions of the kind found in section 45 (or in section 1 of the
Sherman Act), particularly in a criminal law context, will always engender
difficulties in grappling with any degree ofprecision or predictability with this
myriad ofcircumstances . Over recentyears, proposals have been advancedfor
attempting to narrow . the scope of the criminal prohibition against horizontal
collusive arrangements to a hard core of per se arrangements, and remitting
other horizontal arrangements for rule-of-reason review by the Competition
Tribunal on much the same basis that mergers, abuse of dominance, and
reviewablepractices arenow treated.187 TheFederal,Government currently has
under consideration proposals to this effect in forthcoming amendments to the
Competition Act. Thus, while Gonthier J . may not have been especially
successful in clarifying the content andscope of section45(1)(c), heis notalone
in his failure to achieve a high level of precision in ascribing content to the
provision . Thus, resolving doubts about the appropriate scope ofa prohibition
on horizontal agreements or arrangements amongst competitors that I have
sketched aboveconstitutesimportant "unfinished business" on the competition
law reform agenda. Whether this business will be finished by the courts or by
the legislative process remains an open question .

VI. Conclusions

The principal theme that emerges from this paper is that in those areas
canvassed, the modern (post-Charter) Supreme CourtofCanada has displayed
agooddealmore economic sophisticationthantheolder (pre-Charter) Supreme
Courtin strengthening the conditions for effective competition in Canada . This
is evident in recent decisions that appear to expand the ability of the Federal
Government to enter into external trade liberalizing treaties that bindprovinces
in somerespects in matters thatwouldotherwise fall within exclusiveprovincial
jurisdiction . This is also exemplified in recent case law that appears to take a
more expansive view of the federal government's ability to take proactive
initiativesto promoteintegratednationalmarkets (positive economicintegration)
and that constrains theprovinces (but apparently not the federal government as
evidentfrom Canadian Egg) from adopting discriminatory policies thatimpede
interprovincial movement of goods, services, labour, and capital (negative
economic integration) .Withrespectto domestic competitionpolicy, themodern
Supreme Courthadaccordedsubstantialdeference tothespecialized Competition
Tribunal with respect to reviewable practices, and with respect to criminal
violations of the Competition Act has adopted a generally more sophisticated
economic understanding and less restrictive interpretation of the conspiracy
provisions than reflected in earlier Supreme Court decisions .

181 SeeM.Trebilcock &P . Warner, "Fixing Price FixingLaws" (1996) 17 Canadian
Competition Record 48 ; T . Kennish & T. Ross, "Toward a New Canadian Approach to
Agreements Between Competitors" (1997) 28 Can. Bus . L .J . 22 .
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A striking feature of developments in a number of these fields is the
emergence ofparallel institutional arrangements to the courts for strengthening
the conditions for effective competition in Canada. With respect to external
trade commitments that may impinge on provincial jurisdiction, the federal-
state clause contained in Article XXIV (12) of the GATT enables foreign
sanctions tobetargeted onnon-compliantprovincesin many contexts, following
adverse WTO Dispute Settlement Body rulings, even thoughprovinces are not
directly parties to, or bound by, external trade treaties . With respect to the
strengtheningofthe Canadian Economic Union, theevolution ofthe Agreement
on Internal Trade provides a vastly more fully elaborated set of commitments
on the part of the federal and provincial governments with respect to internal
trade in goods, services, labour, and capital than that embodied in the Canadian
Constitution or in case law that has developed thereunder, as well as creating a
nonjudicial form ofdispute resolution as an alternative to, butnotdisplacement
of, the courts . With respect to domestic competition policy, the creation of the
Competition Tribunal in 1986 has largely displaced the courts from any
significant substantiverolein theinterpretation andapplication ofthe reviewable
practice provisions of the Competition Act. With respect to both ofthese latter
developments it is premature to form a firm judgment as to whether they will
prove substantiallymoreeffectivethanthecourts in strengthening the conditions
for effective competition in Canada, but at least in the contexts with which this
paper has been concerned they emphasize the importance of not becoming too
court-centricin evaluating the efficacy ofexisting institutional arrangements in
promoting the policy objective which has been the focus of this paper.

Moreover, from a political economy perspective, these alternative
arrangements emphasize that even courts, like most other public institutions,
face actual or potential institutional competition in the functions that they
performl88 , and deficiencies in their performance are likely to lead, over time,
to the emergence ofinstitutional substitutes,hence cautioning against excessive
judicial complacency . While it is often claimed that one of the characteristics
ofmonopoly is a quiet life, fortunately very few institutions in ourcountry truly
possess uncontestable monopoly power.

Iss See A. Breton, Competitive Govenimeats (New York: Cambridge University
Press, 1996).
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